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STATEMENT OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

)

The construction of Regulations, Part 541, ali amended, which the
Wage and Hour Division will follow ill! enforcing the act thereunder (unless and until the regulations are set ~aside in whole or in
part by amendment or by authoritative decisions of the courts) will
be found in this 'R eport and Recommendations.
PHILIP

B.

FLEMINO,

Administrator.
m

C~

c

Section I. BACKGROUND OF PROCEEDINGS
Section 13 (a) of the Fair Labor Standards Act states that "The
provisions of sect.ions 6 and 7 shall not apply with respect. to (1)
any employee employed in a bona fide execut.ive, administrative, professional, or local retailing capacity, or in the capacity of outside
salesman (as such terms are defined and delimited by regulations of the
Administrator) ."
Shortly before the effective date of the act t.he Administrat.or called
a conference of representatives of industry and labor to ascertain
their views on an appropriate definition and delimitation of these
terms. A draft was discussed and' revised after which those present
at the conference expressed their decisive approval thereof. The final
draft was approved by the Administrator on October 19, 1938, and
published in the Federal Reg!ster on October 20, 1938, as Regulations:
Part 541. Section 541.1 defined jointly the terms "execut.ive" and
"administrative." Section 541.2 defined the term "professional." Section 541.3 defined the term "local retailing capacity." l. Section 541.4
defined the term "outside salesman." SectIOn 541.5 provided for
opportunity to petition for amendment of the regulations.::
ORIGINAL DEFINITIONS"

)

Since the issuance of these Regulations, there ..has been much correspondence and many conferences between the Wage and Hour DiviSIon and interested employers, employees, trade associations, and unions
concerning the propriety of the defutitions and their correct interpretation. In recent months controversial points have come into sharper
focus and applications for amendments to sections 541.1, 541.2.k,.and
541.4 were filed by the Southern States Industrial Council, the u. S.
Independent Telephone Association, and others.
HEARINGS AND PROPOSED REDEFINITIONS
Accordin~ly, the Administrator determined to call public hearings
to allow all mterested partieS to ex})ress their views on the regulations
and to propose amendments. In order to make the record more usable,
the hearings were divided into four groups according to a rough industry classification. Such a grouping was purely for .administrative
convenience.3 Thie report and the Administ.rator's determination take
into account the consolidated record of the four hearings. The hearings were held as f<;>llows:
.

Wholesale Distributive Trades-April 10, 11, 12, 15, and 16.
Manufacturing and Extractive Industrles-June 8, 4, and 5.
Banking, Brokerage, Insurance, Financial, and Related Institutions-July D
and 10.
Publication, Communication, Public Utillty, Transportation, Rnd Mlsct>l1anoous Industries-July 25, 26, 27, and 29.
1 The propriety of th1s definition, however, was not within- the scope of thlH Investigation
and Is not cOll,!lldered herein.
• These regula tiOIlS are reproduced III full In Appendix A.
• In addition to the formal Notices of Heating, this procroure WAS explained by the
Administrator In a series of general 'preas releaaes. as follows: March 18. 11140. R-689;
AprU 10, 1940, R-'1211; May 11, 1940, 8-.,.,0: Juue 21, 1940, R-871: July 2I!, 1940, R-929.
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At these hearings all interested parties were given full opportunity
to testify and to cross-examine witnesses. There was wide representation from both industry and labor; • many of those who testified based
their statements on painstaking and prolonged study. These statements contain a mass of valuable information. In addition to the oral
testimony, approximately 180 'briefs, written statements and memoranda were received. The Administrator also called upon members of
his staff for suggestions based on their mvn experiences in making
decisions under the regulations during the course of actual inspection
work. The following report and recommendations are based on the
whole inve,stigation which has been carried out in the manner described.
Section II. THE ADMINISTRATOR'S AUTHORITY UNDER
SECTION 13 (a) (1) OF THE ACT
ADMINISTRATOR HAS BROAD POWERS

It was freefy admitted by interested, parties that the Administrator
is give~ a large degree of ,discretion under section 13 (a) (1) of the
FaIr Labor Standards Act.' It is clear from the very terms of the
act itself that Congress felt that the mere use of the phrase "employed
in a. bona fide executi:ve capacity" etc. was adequate as a.. stand8.rd,
but inadeq).late as a detailed rule to guide employers, employees, and
the courys.. It therefore. gave the A~nistrator the J;8Sponsibility
of amplifying and descnorng more precISely the type of employees
to whom the e~emption would be applicable. Use by Congress of
the word "delimited" as well as the word "defined" is a further indication of the extent of the Administrator's discretionary power
under this" section of the act. Therefore, the Administrator ,is
responsible not ol)1y for determining which employees are entitled
to the exemption, .out also for drawing the line beyond which the
exemption is not ,applic8hle.
EXEMPTION SHOULD BE INTERPRETED NARROWLY

The general rule in a statute of this nature, that coverage should
be broadly interpreted and exemptions narrowly interpreted, is' so
well known as to need little elaboration here. This doctrine was
recently restated, by the Circuit' Court of Appeals for . the Eighth
Circuit in its opinion in the Hawkeye case,e In connection with the
exemption in section 13 (a) (5) of the act. In this. opinion, which
is equally-applicable to the problems of defuiition and delimitation
under section 13 (a) (1), the court said:
The manifest declared purpose of the statute was· to .eradicate from Interstate commer~e the evils attendant upon lower wages and long hours of
service in industry. Accepting this as the declared purpose of the act, exemption
would tend to defeat· its purpose. The statute is remedial, with a humanitarian
end in view. It is, therefore, entitled to a liberal construction.
• There were 127 appearances on behalf of emplo:,-ers and employers' lUIIIociationB; 84 on
behalf of emplo:,-ee groups CA. F . of L ., C. I. 0., and Independent) : S on bebalf of tire
American Association of Schoo1s and Departmentll of Journallsm:. and 1 for tire League
of Women Shoppers, Inc.: a futI llst of appearancea will be found,lI1 Apl!eDdlx C.
• See. for example, lltatements of IDUsha HanlOn, American Newspaper PubUllhera AsIlO¢atton, and Horrla Zeltlln1 International Federation. of Architects, IDngineera, Chemists. and
Teehnlclana, HearluJ[ .Tull 2~ vol. II, p. 817 and voL I , b. 149, respec:ttve17.
• Fl_Cft(1 v. H_"tJ1Ia PaM' Bueton Co., 113 F. , (2d) (adv. ops.) 52 (C. C. A. 8th, 1940) .
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Later the opinion quotes the following from United States
Dickson.: 7

Y.

In short, a proviso Cllr'·es special exceptions only out of the enacting clause;
and those who set up uny such exception must establish it as being within the
words as well as within the reason thereof.
'

The Hawkeye opinion continues:
This rule of construction is applicable even though the statute contains certain
penal provisions. Here no penalties lire sought to be enforced but remedies.
III sucb Circumstances, exemptions should be construed strictly.

CHANGES ARE RECOMMENDED

Certain modifications of the present' definitions are recommended
in this .report. These recommendations should in no way be construed, however, as an admission that the present defimtions are
either improper or beyond the scope of the Administrator's statutory
lluthority. They should be construed, rather, as evidence that
improvements can be made in the light of actual experience. The
investigation shows not only that the present defimtions are not
perfect,8 but also that no definition can ever be expected to be perfect.
And it also shows that the Administrator's discretionary powers are
broad enou~h to cover various ~ssible definitiollSJ all of which would
be well WIthin his legal .rights. This was conceded by many
witnesses.'
~

)

CHANGES CANNOT BE RETROACTIVE

This point is of some consequence, since it means that any substantive change in. the regulations can affect only the future status of
the employees concerned. The amendments do not and cannot in any
way affect the responsibility of employers toward their employees from
October 24, 1938, until the date of the amendment of the regulations.
Both the present and the proposed re~lations are, it is believed,
entirely legal. Both are in full accord WIth the ~neral policy of Congress as expressed in the preamble of the a.ct and both give practical
effect to the specific statutory exemption created by Congress in section
13 (a). (1). Certain substantive changes are recommended, partly to
descrIbe the properly exempt groups of employees more preCIsely a.nd
partly to ma.ke the extent of the exemptions more easily understandable. This will aid in the effective enforcement of the act.

Section III. EXECUTIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE
JOINT DEFINITION CRITICISED

Of the numerous criticisms made of the present regulations there is
perhaps none so frequently repeated as that the Administrator erred in
not making separate definitions of the two words "executive" and
"administrative." I~ some instances it was merely suggested that there
would be certain desirable practical results obtained by separating
the terms. 10 In other instances the Administrator was charged with
y

40 U. S. 141 (1841).

.

a Repott8 were requl!8ted and obtained from all the regional olllce8 of the division on the
experlence8 of Inspectors In applying the dellnltlons to actual CaleB.
.' Statements of El18ha Hanson and Morris Zeitlin, op. cit. note 5 .
.... Statement of Alexander Konkle. 'Macblnery and Allled Products Institute, record of
June 3 and 5 hearing, vol. II, p. 252.
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failure to carry out his statutory responsibility by not making separate
definitions.ll The va.lidity of this contention is doubtful, since "execlltive" and "administrative" are used synonymously in common speech
and in court decisions.12 Furthermore, this contention was usually
coupled with a proposal so drafted tha.t any employee who could
qualify under the "executive" definition would also lllvariably qualify
under the "administrative" definition.13 In other words, the defulition
of the term "administrative" was made so broad as to surround and
completely engulf the term "executive."
.
Clearly the Administrator would not fulfill an alleged responsibility to define the terms separately by promulgating two different sets
of words one of which renders the other superfluous. If the present
investigation resulted in the conclusion that an appropriate definition
of the term "administrative" must be so broad as to deny independent
value to the definition of the term "executive," it would be wise to
draft a single definition, as at present. However, careful analysis
shows that this is not a necessary or even the best conclusion.
The present definition of the terms "executive" and "administrative"
applies with particular aptness t~ pe.rsons who are commonly called
"bosses." The range of exemption IS broad. It extends nom the
president. of a large and comp~~x corporate strueture down to t~e
fo:eman m. cha~ge of a very mmor · department. Althoug~ certam
mmor modIficatIOns are proposed below, the presev.t defiriitIOn does
describe and exempt the person who po~es and wields specific
executive authority. However, the investigation also shows that in
modern business there has been an increasmg use of persons whose
authority is functional rather than departmental. Primarily they
determine or affect policy or carry out major assignments rather than
give orders to indlviduals.u Many of these persons have mixed
responsibilities and succeed in qualifying under the present definition,
but there is a. large group who eIther do not qualify or whose qualifications are dubious.
SEPARATE DEFINITIONS ADVISABLE

The investigation justifies the conclusion that a reasonable interpretation of section 13 (a) (1) can include exemption for certa.in employees
with miscellaneous policy-making or policy-executing res\>onsibilities.
This exemption can be made e1i'ective most easily by draftmgsep'arate
definitions of the terms "executive" and "administrative." WhIle the
usage of the two .terms is so v~e. and so overlap\>ing that there is Il;o
generally recOgmzed. and precIse Ime of demarcatIOn between them, It
does no violence to the common understanding of the words to ap}?ly
"executive" to the person who is a boss over men and to apply "admmistrative" to the person who establishes or affects or carrIes out policy
but who has little or no authority over the specific actions of other
U Statement of Clare! B. Mapes, Mid-Continent 011 a: Gas Association: record of June 8
and 15 beariDlr. vol II, p. 142 ; Statement of Homer Mltchelk Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors o[ America. record of July 25-29. hearing, vol. J. p. 37.
.. See, e. _B., Words and Phrases, vol. I, p. 198' second series. vol. 2, p. 8SS; third series,
\'01. I, p. 277; Safnl v. Allen, 169 La. 1046\ 126 So. 1S48 (1930) i.N"''"' v. mCII o( Wins Can·
Salem.! 206 N. C. 888. 175 S.- E. 810 (1934, ; In r" HealllJ.-285 !'II. Y. S. 180,247 App. Dlv.
277 (l936). afllrmed Healll v. MCOde, 1 N. II. (2nd) 81S1. ;.1"/0 N. Y.616 (1986).
IS For example, Bee proposed redefinitions 8ubmltted by Wholesale Dry Goode Institute,
Inc' l Montgomery Ward'" Co., National Lumber Manufacturers Association, and American
BanKers A880clation .
.. Examples of this type of employee are executive assistants. traveling inventory men,
purchasing agents, tax experts, and safety dlr~ctors.
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individuals. Doubtless the present single definition could be so amplified as to include this latter group wIthin its scope, but the regulations will be more easily understood and administered if a separate
definition and delimitation is adopted for the term "administrative." 15

Section IV. SALARY TESTS
SALARY TESTS FOR THE VARIOUS TYPES OF EMPLOYMENT

)

With few exceptions, there 'was general agreement on the appropriateness of a salary test for the terms "executive" and "admimstrative." 16 It was widely conceded that the terminology of section 13 (a)
(1) implies a status which cannot be attained by those whose pay
is close to or below the universal minimum envisaged in the act. It
was further pointed out that the good faith specifically required by the
act is best shown by the salary paid. A more detailed examination
of these matters will be found below in sections VI and VII of this
report.
The propriety of a salary test for professional employees was not
given such full consideration at the hearings but insQfar as the question
was raised, there was considerable agreement on its appropriateness;
this is discussed in'section VIII. On the other hand\ it was apparently
universally assumed that there would be no salary teSt in the definition
of "outside salesman"; this opinion is commented on in section IX.
The amounts proposed for the various definitions varied from nothing
to $5,000. Further, a considerable number of definitions suggested
different salary tests for the different terms, and this is recommended
below. However, it was notable that only one of the proposals included
differentials based on regional or population differences. This proposal, which has not been adopted in the recommendations, requires
analysis.
REGIONAL AND POPULATION SALARY DIFFERENTIALS

It was proposed by the American Bankers Association and various
. other parties that various salary minima be established. Generally
speaking, these proposals suggested di:fferent minima for different
slZed communitIesP Other proposals suggested either varying
minima or a single minimum specifically designed to take into account
some local customary salary base. Furthermore, some parties claimed
that the Adminstrator did not have authority and should not establish
.. Compare the distinction between "administration," "management," and "operation" In
the article entitled "Administration and Organization, Functions ot" In Pitman's Dictionary
of Ilidustrla l AdminIStration, vol. 1. p. 10, "AdminIStration" Is explained as the polley·
making function, "management" as the pollcy-t>xecuting function.
.
II A salary qualitlcatlon was included in proposed redefinitions submitted by the folloWing:
Shell 011 Co., Mld·Continent 011 &. Gas ASSOCiation National Wholesale Druggists' Assocratlon, Council of National Wholesale Associations, Indiana Manufacturers' Assoc1ation. United
Wholesale'Grocers ABSoclation Inc., American RetaU ,Federation, Manufacturers' Association
of Connecticut Inc" National ASSOCiation of Manufacturers, National Al:8OClatlon of Ornamental Metal Manufacturers. Oklahoma Stripper Well Association. Insulation Board Institute. Motion Pictures Producers and Dlstrlbutors of America, Notional Small lIuslnl'88 Men's
Assodation, Aml.'rlcan Newspaper Publishers' Al<IIOClation, Edison Electric InStitute, National
Auoclation of Broadcasters, and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workera. The
alternative redeftnltions of "executive" and "administrative" submlttoo by the American
Bankers Association were based entirely on a salary qual11lcation.
11 The American Bankers' Auoclatlon's alternative redefinition for "administrative" provided for six dltrerent salary quallftcatlons varying from $80 a month for thos(' ('mployed
In towns baving a population of 11.'88 than 10,000 to $200 a month for those employlld In
cities hrlVlng a population of 1,000.000 or more.
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a general national minimum requirement ror exemption.l I Aside
rrom the serious difficulties in enrorcement that would be involved,
these various suggestions rail to take into account the fact that the
~'air Labor Standards Act itself has as an objective "a universal
minimum wage or 40 cents an hour" and contemplates lmver differential
minima only as a temporary device in reaching the universal minimum
as rapidly as possible.
Further, it should be recognized and admitted that the minimum
snlar~ qualification in the definitions of "executive," "administrative,"
Ilnd ' proressional" must be in each instance ap approximation of what
will best effectuate the purposes of the act. Like most laws of national
application, the act itself a.Il,d the regulations issued thereunder cannot
pretend to' be scientific in the sense of taking into account every small
variation occurring over the length and breadth of the country. To
makeenrorcement possible and to provide for equity in competition,
Ii rate should be selected in each of the three definitions which will be
reasonable in the light of average conditions ror industry as a whole.
In some instances the rate selected will inevitably deny exemption to
a few employees who might not unreasonably be exempted, but, conversely, in other instances it will undoubtedly permit the exemption of
some persons who should properly be entitled to the benefits of the act.
Section V. THE EXEMPTION OF ALL WHITE-COLLAR
WORKERS
LEGAL ARGUMENTS

Some of the proI>osals, most notably perhaps the proposal or the .
Southern States Industrial Council (as originally presented in written form) 11 would have the effect of exempting all of that very large
group or persons known loosely as "white collar workers"-generally
speaKing, all employees except laborers, machine operators and tenders,
craftsmen, and maintenance workers. It is unnecessary herein to discuss in detail the various legal arguments that were advanced ·in
support of the proposition that such workers are not covered by the
nct at all. The Administrator has on numeroUs occasions expressed
the opinion that white collar workers as such are entitled to the benefits of the act 20 and his opinion is, of course, followed in this report.
Under the contrary opinion the specific statutory exemptions for
named groups of typical whi~ collar employ~. w.ould not be ne~ded
nor would there' be any occaSIon ror a reexammatIOn of RegulatIOns,
Part 54l.. However, it was urged alternatively by some that, while
the general coverage of the statute mi~ht be thought to include "white
collar" workers, the terms "executive,' "administrative," and "professional" (and presumably "outside salesman") in and of themselves
should be construed and were meant by Congress to exclude from the
benefits of the act all white collar workers. Surely if Congress had
meant to exempt all white collar workers, it would have adopted far
.. It w.. argued by Mary M. MaDderacheld, MODtgomery Ward II Co., that tbls involves
the asaumptloD by the Administrator of a power to ax minimum wages for "executive" aDrl
"administrative" emplo:r1>eJl for ",bleb DO buls Is fOUDd in the aet. Record April 10-16
hf'l\rtng. vol II, p. 261 .
.. It was later stated at the hearing b:r the Counell's geDeral couDsel. 1. H. Ballew, that
a BIIlnry qualification of ,20 to 'SO a week would Dot be objectionable; rf'cord JUDe ~
hellrin.tr:, 1'0]. I. p. 21 .
.. See Wage and Hour Division Interpretative aulletlD No.1. par. Ii.
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more general terms than' those actually found in section 13 (a) (1) of
the act. The theory of general exemption is further negated by the
grant of power to the Administrator to define and delimit those terms.
OVERTIME AND "IN-SERVICE" TRAINING

In addition to the legal arguments advanced, it was stated as a renson for exempting "white collar" workers that the overtime penalty
interferes with the efforts of ambitious :young men to improve their
status ' by studying their employer's busmess after working hours.n
An employer may frequently consider such after-hours work of inadequate educational value to Justify overtime payments. However, the
normal practice throughout industry for both factory and clerical
workers is to give trainmg on the job and during working hours, and
the act in no way discourages such training. Wh.ile a hardship with
respect to traimng may be produced in occasional exceptional instances, this hardship must be weighed against the general widespread
improvement of working conditions which results from application of
the act.
It was also stated that the overtime requirements force some employers to place their clerical employees on sta~red shifts which are
No doubt this has
mconvenient to both employer and employee.
occurred in some instances, although much of the testimony on this
point referred to staggered shifts as a future p'>~ibility rather than
a present actuality. These inconvenient staggered shiftS mayor may
not be put into effect and at most w~l be adopted by only a small percentage of employers. Again such mconvemence as may result must
be balanced against widespread shortening of working hours and
increased emploJI!lent.23
.Another general argument advanced to support proposals that all
clerical workers be exempted is that complIance with the act may
lead employers to change many of their employees from a weekly
or monthly salary to a straight hourly pay basis with the result that
the employees will eam less in slack times. 2' Without underestimating the general desirability of weekly or monthly salaries which
enable employees to adjust their expenditures on the basis of an
assured income (so long as they remain employed), there is little
advantage in salaried em.ployment if it serves merely as a cloak for
long hours of work. Further, such salaried employment may well
conceal excessiyely low hourly rates of pay.25 ~t also does not appear
why there should be a reluctance to make occasIOnal or even frequent
overtime payments to salaried workers (other than those who fall
into the narrower group of sJ>eCifically exempted employees). Either
the penalty payments will discourage long hours of work, or the
worKer will receive a reasonable compensation for his additional
.. For example, see statement of A. L. ¥ . Wigglns, American Bankers' Association, record
Jull' 9 and 10 hearing, vol I. p. 26.
JfFor example, see statement of F. G. Addison. Securities Savings and Commercial Bank
of Washington, V. C. record July 9 and 10 hearing, vol. I, p. 64.
IS One large New York bank blred 300 additional employees to "educe bours below the
~tatutory mixlmum; Bee address of Admlnilltrator lwfore' the Iowa Bankers' Assoclstlon ,
Des Molnel, Iowa! Sept. 11, 1940; Wage and Hour DIv1Blon, 0-79. p. 4 .
.. See statemeJIt of A. L. M. WllIldns, op. dt., Dote 21, p. 10.
• It was stated by Hngh C. McKenny, Commercial Telegraphers' Union, that. as a reBult
ct the exemption trom overtime payments accorded executives. employ(·es In nonexecutlve
poSitions working the IIIlme number ot hours and being paid at a. lower rate will frequently
surpaBB the executive in total compensation received. Record July 25-29 hearing, voL IV,
Po 546.
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efforts. Extra payments by way of bonuseS. have long been common
and are not considered inconsistent with salaried status. Although
it is not suggested that under all circumstances the requirement of
overtime payments to salaried workers is completely desirable and
comJ?letely equitable, it is believed that under normal conditions the
requIrement 18 appropriate for salaried as well as for hourly paid
workers. Finally, wliile it is reasonable to hold that the terms "bona
fide executive, administrative * * * and professional capacity"
are properly applicable in general only to salaried workers,26 .it does
not necessarily follow that all salaried workers fall within these three
categories. Even if such action were desirable, and it is not thought
to be so, the 'Administrator does not have the power to exempt all
salaried workers.
Another argument frequently advanced by the proponents of a
blanket exemption for white collar workers is that the maximum
hours provisions of the act are or should be applicable only to persons
whose earnings approximate the minimum ' wage. "A ceili~ for
houi'S" is just as much an independent objective of the act as a 'floor
for wages," and surely it is a serious misreading of the act to assume
that COngress meant to discoura.ge long hours of work only where
the wages paid were close to the statutory minimum." Living conditions can be improved and work spread even where wages are
comparatively high.
..
LOW WAGES OF SALARIED WORKERS

All tlie foregoing argUments have as an inarticulate major premise
the assumJiltion that all salaried white collar workers enjoy satisfactory working conditions-that they need no protection against oJ?pressively long hours. The record shows the incorrectness of thIS
assumption. There is evidence, some of it introduced by proponents
of the blanket exemptionl tha.t, prior to the effective date of the act,
Ii workweek of 48 or 54 hours or even longer was common. ~1 This
is confirmed by the results of a survey of 4,821 women office employees
in 39 States and the District of Columbia which was quoted by one
witness to show that the hours of work of these employees are frequently long, 30 percent of them having a workweek of 44 to 4B hours
and 10 percent having one of 48 hours or more.26 The significance of
this testimony is enhanced by the fact that the 1930 Census of Population showed that 1,986,830 or 49.4 percent of the 't otal number of
clerical workers were women. Moreover, there was testimony that
vacations with pay are far from universal 29 and that long hours at
sedentary occupations are not conducive w health. ao Thus, the labor
. conditions of this group of employees have frequently been, in fact,
"detrimental to health. efficiency, and general well-being." This

·.",-",
C
.~

• As will be seen below, a requirement that pay be on a salary basis is recommended for
executive employees and en a salary or fee basia for administrative and professional
employees.
a'I See, for example, 8tatement of Joaeph T. Owena, representlnf tbe Pittaburgh Plate
Glass CO'J record April 10-16 hearing, vol. II, p. 243; statement 0 Lewis Merrill, United
Oflh;e anQ Profeaional Workers of America, record Ajlril 10-16 bearlng\-!,ol. HLP. 342.
• Women's Bureau, U. S. Department of Labor, Bulletin No. 132, women Who Work
in Ofllce8. Quoted by Nina P. COllier, Leape of Women Shoppers, Inc., record April
10-16 bearing, vol. V, p. 786.
• Statement of Morril Zeitlin, International Federation of Architects, Engineer8, Cbemists, and Technicians, record Jull'_2fi.-29 hearing, vol. I p. 1116.
... Statement of Louis Merrill, United Oflice and PrOfessional Workers of America, record
April 10-16 hearing, vol. II, p. 340.
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conclusion is corroborated by the testimony of union representatives
who furnished evidence of the enhanced well-being of their members
caused by the shortening of their working hours. Concretely, for
example, one union representative stated that the reduction of weekly
hours of work had been followed by a notable decline in per capita
sick benefits.81
The desire to have all white-collar workers exempted under section
13 (a)' (1) is probably also linked with a forgetfulness of the fact thnt
section 13 (a) exempts workers from both section 6 and section 7 and
an unawareness of the low wages that an astonishingly large percentage of these workers have been paid. It was admitted by some employer
representatives that occasionally white-collar workers receive low
wages,B2 but the prevalence of low wages is best shown by surveys made
by governmental agencies, State and Federal. The survey of women
office workers preVIously refer~d to showed that 25.4 percent of the
employees covered earned less than $20.00 a week,83 while another
survey which covered both men and women office employees showed
surprIsingly large percentages earning less than $17.50 per week. s•
In addItion to the many statements made at the hearings by both
employee and employer representatives concerning the attitude of
whIte-collar workers toward their inclusion under .the act, consideration must also be given to direct expressions from those immediately
and personally affected by the proposed exemption. The Administra.tor has received a number of such letters. Typi~l among them is one
from a white collar employee in North Carolina 85 who states that:

)

Federal labor
from 70 and 80
other so-called
May I urge you

legislation has been responsible for redUcing onr hours • .. ..
a week to around 42 • .. .. We and countless thousnnds of
white-collar workers owe our leisure to the Wage-Hour Act.
again not to weaken it

It is notable that although this employee obviously receives more
than 40 cents an hourt he is deeply concerned with hours limitation.
This is merely one indIvidual statement out of many. The basic position is the same as that adopted by labor unions testifying on behalf
of thousands of employees. To exempt these employees under section
13 (a) (1) \vould deprive them of their right to the minimum wage
11 Statement of Leo Bernstein, Gnlted Wholesale and Warehoul!e Employees of New
York record Allrll 111--16 hearing, vol. V, Il. HI0 .
.. For example see atatement of J. H. Ballew, Southern States Industrial CounCil,
record July 25-29 hearing, vol. I, p. 20, and statements of Individual emplojlers requesting
exemption for whlte·collar employees with salaries ranging as low as $12 and $15 a
week and $52, $55, alld $51.50 a month, In Southern States Industrial Council Exhibit
No.4 (hearings branch Docket No. Mi J•
.. Women's Bureau, op. clt~ note 28.
3A A census of o1llce employees conducted In Pennsylvania In 1934 showed the per·
centage of workers In various whlte·collar occupatlonR who earned less than $17.50 a w<!ek
to be as follows:
Pet'cent
01llce machine . operators ______________________________________________
52.4
Telephone
and switchboard operators___________________________________
__________________________________ 68.4
File clerkB _______________________
46.4
Order
________________________________________________ - ________ 59.8
Olllce clerks _____________ ____________________________________________ 38.7
Shipping and rect!lvlng clerks __________________________________________ 40.8
Stock clerks _________________________________________________________ 41.4
Secretarles __________________________________________________ • ________ 23.3
~

clerk~

~

ii1:'l~~~~;~:::::::::~~:::~:~::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Bookkepers ___________________________________________________________ g!:!
41. 3
Pennsylvania Emergency ReUef Administration, Census of Employable Workers In l:rbsn
and Rural Non-Farm Areas Pennsylvania, 'pp. 64 to 68.
• Letter dated August 25, 1940, from B. S. Dekle, found In hearlnas branch Docket
No. 13.
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required under se.ctioll 6 and the overtime pa.yment.s required by section
7. Their need for both should not be overlooked.

Section VI. 'EXECUTIVE EMPLOYEES
RECOMMENDED DEFINITION
Section 541.1. Executive.

The term "employee employed in a bona fide executive * *
capacity" in section 13 (a) (1) of the act shall mean a.ny employee

•

(A) whose primary duty consists of the management of the establishment in
which he is employed or of a costomarUy recognized department or subdivision
thereof, and
(B) who customarUy and regularly c.llrects the work of other employees
therein, and
.
(0) who has the authority to hire or tire other employees or whose suggestions
Ilnd recommendations as to the hiring or til'1ng and as to the advancement and
promotion or any other change of status of other employees wifi be given particular weight, and,
(D) who customarily and regularly exercises- discretionary powers, and
(E) who is compensated fOI' his services on a salary basis at not less than
$30 per week (exclusive of board, lodging, or other facilities), and
(F) whose hours of work of the same nature as that performed by nonexempt
employees do not exceed 20 percent of the number of hours worked in the workweek by the nonexempt employees under his direction; provided that this subsection (F) shall not apply In the case of an employee who is in sole charge
of an independent establishment or a phySically separated branch establishment.

Much of the criticism of the present Regulations, Part 541, has been
directed at section M1.1 thereof." This has arisen 'prinCIpally because section M1.1 tends to exclude from the exemptIOn the type of
employee previously described as being employed in an administrative
capacity. Inasmuch as a separate section of the Regulations defining
thIS tY.{le of employee is recommended,87 no attempt will be made at
this pomt to consider this problem. The following discussion, therefore, is concerned with employees whose responsibility is directly
managerial~mployees, in other words, who in addition to other
responsibilities, are concerned with the supervision of other workers.

l

"DEPARTMENT OR RECOGNIZED SUBDMSION THEREOF"

There was some criticism of the requirement in the present Regulations that the employee must have as a primary duty ''the management of the establishment, or a customarily recogni~ department
thereof, in which he is employed." 38 CritIcism of this section was
primarily made· by those who were concerned with employees who
supervise miscellaneous groups of employees not constituting a customarily recognized department or subdepartment of an establishment. This criticism might be felt to have greater weight and the
problem might need more careful scrutiny if It were not for' the fact
that, with only rare exceptions, the evidence shows that these group
supervisors customarily perform a substantial amount of the same
work as do the men whom they sugervise. Furthermore it would
require a strange interpretation of 'bona fide executive" to include
.. For full text of present Re!.'UlatioDs, !lee Appendix A.
If For full text of recommended Regulations, see Appendix R.
• S(>e. for example, Rtatemfllt of Noel Sargent, National Association of Manufadurers,
record June 8-11, hCllring, vol. II, p. 316.
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such group supervisors within the term. It would seem improper to
give as imposmg a title as "executive" to a person who supervises a
collection of men performing a job, or a series of jobs, but whose responsibilities do not include the kind of permanent status that is
properly aSsociated with the mana~ement of a recognized department.
There has been some question r8.lSed as to the precise significance of
the term "department" and it 'vas suggested that the words "or subdivision thereof" should be added. B9 To avoid confusion Illis suggestion has been adopted~ since the word "department" has varying
applications. Fundamentally and properly the distinction lies between the supervision.of a unit with a permanent status and function
and the supervision ' of a group of men assigned to a specific job, even
though the same employee may supervise similar jobs at various times
in different places or on different materials, etc. The present Regulations do not denote a specific type of unit by the use of tlle word "department," but contemplate the continuin&, functioning of the unit and the
customary recognition 'of the functionmg unit as such. This is merely
made clear in the proposed alteration.
"PRIMARY DUTY"

.A. priori it might be thought that the term ''pl'imary duty" would
be the cause of serious questioning in the actual application of the defi-

)

,

nition to specific cases. Apparently this has not occurred. Presumably this somewhat general phrase has failed to cause difficulty because
anyone who does not have the management of a department or subdivision as his primary duty could hardly qualify as not performing
a "substantial amount of work of the same nature as that ~~rmed
by nonexempt employees" (except possibly in the case of "a . istrative" employees). In other words, if the amount of nonexempt work
performed by the managerial person is insubstantial, it would normally follow that his primary duty consists of his managerial
responsibilities.
"CUSTOMARILY AND REGULARLY DIRECTS"

There 'W'aS little detailed criticism of the phrase "who customarily
and regularly directs the work of other employees therein." What
criticism there was arose largely from a misunderstandinl!. Apparently there has been considerable doubt in the minds of employers, employees, and inspectors concerning the status of assistant department
heads. fO In a large machine sliop, for example, there may be a
machine-shop supervisor and two assistant machine-shop supervisors.
The question has been asked whether the two assistant supervisors
qualify for the exemption. Assuming that they meet all the other
qualifications of section 541.1 and particularly that they are not working foremen and do not perform the work performed by the men under
their supervision, they should certainly qualify for the exemption. A
small department in a plant or in an office is usually supervised by one
person. Any attempt to describe one of the other workers in the de• Redefinition proposed by the Edison Electric Instltnte.
fit Amone the occupations for which exemption was requested are the following: assistant managers, assistant ollice managers, assistant buyers, assistant cashiers, assistant
producers, aB8lstant directors, assistant foremen, and assistant story department heads.
Of course, many employees In. these occupations fall to quality for exemption on several
counts.
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part.ment as an assistant supervisor merely by giving him &.n honorific
title ,vill almost inevitably fail as there will not be sufficient true supervisory work to keep two persons occupied unless one of them performs
a substantial amount of work like that performed by the nonexempt
employees. It should not be difficult to distinguish abuse of this type.
On the 'other hand it is incorrect to assume that, in a large depnrtmerit
the supervision cannot be distributed among two or three employees,
conceivably among more. In such instances, assuming that the other
tests are met, especially the one concerning thelerformance of nonexempt work, each such employee should be hel to be one "who customarily and regularly directs the work of other emfloyees therein."
It is not thought that any change in the wording 0 section 541.1 is
needed to enforce this point.
.
THE PLURAL FORM "EMPWYEES"

There has been some doubt about the l?ol?ition of the Wage and Hour
Division on the use of the plural form 'employees." The plural form
was used deliberately in the original drafting of this section of the
Regulations because it was felt that an employee, to be a true "executive " should direct the work of at least two other :p~rsons. The rule
has been called into question occasionally in connectIOn with well-paid
one-man department heads-personnel directors, safety directors, etc.
However1 under the redefinitions proposed herein such employees may
qualify for exemption as administrative employees. Thus in the
future there will be no .reason for departing frOm a rule that deserves
strict application in the case of executive employees. .
"AUTHORITY TO HIRE AND FffiE"

Criticism of the phrase "who has the authority to hire and fire other
employees," 61 has been based on the ground that in modern industrial
practice the function of hiring.is frequently delegated to a personnel
dep~rtment or director, even though the function of firing, or at least
recommending dismissal, is normally retained by the supervisor in
charge of agroup!2 Accordingly it is felt that the value of the test
will be retained and the requirement will be made mo~e in accord with
modern industrial employment practice by changing the word "and"
in the phrase "hiring and firing';to "or." U This IS recommended both
for "hiring and firi.J:ig" in this clause and also for "hiring and firing"
in the next clause. With this slight modification it is felt that the
test is entirely appropriate. It is difficult to see how anyone) whether
high o.r low in the hierarchy of management can be consldered as
employed in a bona fi.de executive capacity unless ~e is directly concerned either with the hiring or the firing and other change of status
of the employees under his supervision, whether by direct action or
by recommendation to those to whom the hiring and firing functions
are delegated .
.. See for example the statements of Noel Sargent National Association of ManUfacturIng. record June 3-5-, hearing). vol. III, p. 372: and John V. Lawrence, American Trucking
Association. record ~ ul;y 25-2~, hearing, vol. Ill. p. 449 .
.. A question concerning the exemption of executives who have delegated the hiring
power was raiaed b;y .Tohn Y. Lawrence representing the American Trucking Association,
record Jul;y 25-29, hearing. vol. III, p. 448 .
.. This was · formall;y proposed b;y the National Association of Manufacturers and the
American Newspaper Publishers AsSOCiation, and was suggested Informall;y by several
other groups.
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"EXERCISES DISCRETIONARY POWERS"

It was argued by some that the clause "who customarily and regularly exercises discretionary powers," is vague. Actually, this phrase
or phrases almost identical with it were proposed by many of tlie proponents of modification of the Regulations. H In soms instances it was
used in the same or in a comparable position in their proposed definitions and in other instances it was used in other connections. In any
event, no satisfactory substitute has been suggested. It was fairly
generally agreed that the test of the use of discretion is not unreasonable. Actually there have been few instances of an employee qualifying on all other counts but disqualified because he fails to exercise
discretionary powers. Clearly a pers~n whose work is so completely
routinized that he has no discretion snould not qualify. It is therefore advisable to preserve the phrase lest 011 occasion, particularly in
industries where the scale of pay is high, a job might be set up which
was really e$1;a.blished to evade the spirit of the regulations and in
which the final critical test would be the use of discretionary power.
It will not operate to disqualify any true executive.
"WORK OF THE SAME NATURE AS THAT PERFORMED BY
NONEXEMPT EMPLOYEES"

)

Much of the criticism _of section 541.1 was directed at the phrase
"who does no substantial amount of work of the"same nature as that
performed, by nonexempt employees of the employer." This criticism
was twofold in nature. In the first place, the clause was strenuously
objected to by those who found it va~e and ambiguous and who felt
that it has led to conflicting results In the actual administration and
enforcement of the a.ct:15 It was also objected to by another W"0up of
~ployer representatives who felt that however clarified, It would
operate to disqualify a group of employees whom they wished to
exempt.'s
The first point to be considered is the alleged ambiguity of the
phrase ''who does no substantial amount of work of the same nature
as that performed by nonexempt ~ployees of the employer." It is
undoubtedly true that this phrase has proved difficult of administration.
Many proposals were received, not unnaturally, to drop the phrase
.. This same phrase or a phrase substantially the same Is found in the proposed redefinitions of "executive" su6mitted by the following: Shell 011 Co., Council of National
Wholesale ASSOCiations, ManUfacturers Association of Connecticut Inc., Mont$omery
Ward '" Co. Inc.• National Association of Manufacturers, Mid Contlnent Oil & Gas Association, National Association of Ornamental Metal Manufacturers, Insulation Board
Institute American Bankers Associatiou, Association of Stock Exchange Firms, Motion
Picture Producers and DiBtributors of America, Inc. American Newspaper Publishers Association, and the Edison Electric Institute. In addltlon to these, the American Trucking
Association, the Illinois Manufacturers Association, The Indiana Manufacturers Association, and the National Small Business Men's Association, would by use of this qual1tlcation
Lot one of a series connected by the disjunctive "or" make compliance therewith sumcient
to exempt.
.. Among those who argued that the phrase produces confusion were J. E. Timberlake,
National Wholesale Grocers Association, and Maxwell Field, New England Shoe'" Leather
Assoclatiol!t record, April 10-16, hearing, vol. I, pp. 81, 34, 40; record June B-li, hearing,
vol. ~IpP. 1l7. 88.
M
leal of the a uments presented by this roup is that of Cleveland A. Newton,
spec
committee of~holesale Distributive Tra~es, Associated Industries of Missouri,
who stated: ''We snbmlt that· if an employee has the other qualifications set out in the
definition, the performance of nonexempt work should not eliminate him from his proper
classification as an executive or administrative employee" and added that "this is true
In many. smaller companies where they do not have suffiCient exempt work to perform,
and the employee helps on other matters when the occasion arises," record, Aprll 10-16,
hearing, vol. II, p_ 316.
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entirely, but upon closer scrutiny, ·the proponents usually admitted
that deletion of the phrase would not solve the problem. It was
freely admitted that an employee who is an executive·1 hour a week
should not qualify for the exemption.'7 The deletion of this phrase
would then throw the same problem of interpretation on the words
"primary duty," found earlIer in the definItion. "Primary duty"
would then become subject to the same controversy that has already
arisen over "substantial amount of work."
FIXED ·PERCENTAGE SUGGES'I:ED

As an alternative to deletion, it was suggested that the phrase be
defined in .terms of fixed percentage. There is little doubt that any
percentage that might be taken as an arithmetical equivalent of the
word "substantial" must be somewhat arbitrary in nature and ,vill
cause some hardship. It will exclude certain employees from the exemption who probably might well be J,>ermitted .exemption. . On the
other hand, it will permit the exemption of certain employees who
probably should be entitled to the benefit$ of the Act. Nevertheless,
even if full weight is given to the difficulties that inhere in the choice
of a quantitive measurement, this remains the most practical solution
of a difficult problem.
Many persons who agreed that a percentage requirement was proper
differed on the actual percentage tli8.t should be used." In a number
of instances proponents of a clarification of this clatlse indicated that
the amount of nonexempt work allowable was not in itself of major
consequence. 411 Their primary interest was in obtaining a sufficiently
definite rule so that they could adjust their practices accordingly.
There are, Qf course, anI number of ways in which the word "substantial" might be translated into numerical terms. A number of
employers and employer representatives suggested that "substantial"
should. be considered over 50 percent.so However, a nlunber of employers agreed that" this was an Ul)dul~ large allowance ,for a person
who is considered as employed in a 'bona fide executive capacity."
Among other proposals was one that "substantial" should be interpreted to mean not more than. 20 percent. The recognition of the
fairness of this by quite a few employer groups would seem to be an
adequate assurance that it will not work hardship on employers. 1I1
Eq,ually 1 since there was no uniform objection to tliis amount by the
Unlons, It may be taken as not unfair to employees. liZ Furthermore,
•• See for eumple. statement of Josejib L. Hiller, National Association of Broadcasters,
record J uly 21S-29, hearing vol. I, p. 116.
.. The proposals varied from "no nonexempt work" in the prop(lsed redefinitions of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers to not more than 110 percent in the
redefinitions submitted by Montgomery Ward" Co.
.
co For example, see statement of Muwell FIeld, op. cit., note 411, pp. 88, 89 .
.. For example! Montgomery Ward " CO'I Illinoiil Manufacturers' AssociationI Indiana
Manufacturers' ASSOCiation, Institute American Poultry Industries, and National Association of Manufacturers .
•, It was stated by Claudius I. Murcbison; representlng the Cotton Textile Institute,
that an Interpretation of the word "substantial" to mean not more than 8 hours a week
"would relieve the problem a great deal" and "would be very valuable," record June 3-5,
bearing, vol. III p. 347. Maxwell Field, rep-resentlng the New England Shoe '" Leather
Association, made a det1n1te proposal that • substantial" be deflned as not more than 20
percent, op. cit., note 4~.
II L&zare Teper, representing the International L&dies Garment Workers' Union, testified that "not more than 20 01' 25 percent of normal working time of nonexempt employees
should be the guldlnll: mark with regard to "substantial amount of work," record Aprl'
10-16~ hearrng, vol. III, p" 397.
Likewise Nathan Weinberg, also appearing for the
I. L. u . W. U., indicated that he would not object to the det1n1ng of "no sUbstantial" as
20 or 25 percent, record June ~, hearing, voL III, p. 4119.
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in the recent past the Wage and Hour Division in answering inquiries
on the subject has stated that it would not consider 10 percent as in
violation of the "substantial" requirement, whereas it would consider
work in excess of 20 percent as a violation of that requirement.
It is felt that this reply has, if not generally, at least frequently '
proved satisfactory. Although this implies 15 percent rather than
20 perceJ;lt, the evidence adduced at the hearings indicates the desirability of a slightly greater allowance. The 20 percent allowance will
be entirely adeguate for such common situations as the bank cashier
who acts as relIef for 8 nonexempt. employee one hour a day, or the
radio station executive who performs one eight-hour shift of nonexempt work each week.
BASED ON HOURS WORKED BY NONEXEMPT EMPLOYEES

)

In the proposals for adopting a percentage criterion there was
usually no indication as to th.e base upon whicli the percentage should
be taken. When this defect was pomted out the proponents agreed
that it was proper to use as a base the standard. workWeek of the em·
ployees under the direction of the executive in question. 53 If the base
were the workweek of the employee himself, he,.could obtain exemption
merely by increasing his hours of exempt work. In such instances
the rate per hour paid the exempt employee would frequently fall
below the hourly rate paid the nonexempt employees." Such a rule
would encourage exceSSIve hours of work. .A13 a matter of administra·
tive convenience, it will be proper in all normal situations, where the
hours of work approximate 40, to take as a base for computation the
40-hour week that is established ·as the permanent standard under the
act and consider 8 hours per workweek I!S the maximum allowance
of nonexemft work. Unusual situations can be handled by the strict
arithmetic&. application of the 20 percent rule; thus where the nonexempt employees work, for example, 80 or 50 hours, the allowance
would be 6 and 10 hours respectively.
WORKING FOREMEN AND WORKING SUPERVISORS

As previously stated, the phrase "substantial amount of work of the
same nature as that performed by nonexempt employees of the em·
ployer" was criticized by some as vague and by others as imI?roper even
if made certain.- The second group of critics had in mmd certain
types of employees who would be excluded from the exemption even
if a figure of apgroximately 20 percent were adopted as a criterion
for "substantial. Among the employees typically excluded from
the exemI?tion by such limitation are working foremen (as for example
in tannenes and in press rooms or print shops) 1 local superintendents
of public utility companies, head mail clerks and shipping clerks, head
bookkeepers, terminal managers of bus and trucking companies, and
~le room supervisors. It will be noted that a number of these occupations involve employees who are in charge of a physically separated
branch establishment or a small independent establishment. Such employees present a special problem which is separately considered and
.. For example, Bee statement of Maxwell Field,. op. cit .• note 411, p. 89.
a. Statement of Hugh C. , McKenny, op. cit .• Dote 4<11 .
.. OP. dt., notes 411 and 46.
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treated below. The following discussion applies only to employees
who are department heads wIthin an establishment.
The employees in .question fall into two major groups: Working
foremen in charge of skilled or unskilled laborers, and supervisors of
clerical or semiclerical employees. Since a vast majority of clerical
workers of all grades are not members of unions, union contracts in
this field are of little assistance in determining the appropriate statu~
of working supervisors. On the other hand, consideration can properly be given to union practice with re~ard to working foremen. It
should be noted, of course, that for ObVIOUS reasons la1:ior unions normally exclude from their membership and from the provisions of their
collective bargaininlL agreements persons employed in a bona fide
executive capacity. Frequently, union agreements also exclude other
employees who have·a direct relationship to management even though
it be of an admittedly nonexecutive type.1ie For this and other reasons union practices constitute a useful guide but cannot be taken as
determinative in the problem of definition.
In most industries working foremen are not admitted to union
membership. This prohibition is, of course, based on the fact that
the working foreman, like various other types of employees, as, for
example, the company policeman, is in a sense i~ntified with the
management of th.e company. In a number of other instances working foremen are admitted to union · membership and are covered by
the same general wage and hour provisions in collective bargaining
agreements as are the employees whom they supervise. In such
instance the normal practice is to exclud'\ the nonworking foreman
from the union and from the collective bargaining agreement:n An
unusual situation is typified by the typographical unIons where both
working and nonworking foreman must be union members if they
are employed in union shops." The general practice in typographical unIOn contracts apparently limits the number of hours that the
working foreman can work on journeyman's work but allows him
to work additional time performing clerical work arising out of his
supervisory duties. In any event, this is a special situation. The
best modern industrial practice limits the hours of working foremen
in the same manner as it does that of all production employees. Furthermore, many of the witnesses who testified at th~ hearing on
behalf of employers explained that they did not seek exemption for'
working foremen. II'
The same general problem arises with respect to head bookkeepers
and other white collar supervisors, but there is little doubt that the
head bookkeeper, for example, who spends a substantial amount of
his time keepmg books of the same general nature as those kept by
the other bookkeepers, is not primarily an executive employee and
• For exampleL contracts negotiated by the United Rubber Workers of America eXclude
those employed lD
supervle0l'7 or executive capacities and thoee whoee duties are conndential in nature. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. S. Department of Labor, Collective Bargaining by United Ruber Workers, p. 3 .
.. Agreements obtained by bakery unions generally include foremen who regularl;y work
with the product but exclude thoee whose work is normally entirely supervisory. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, U. S. Department of Labor, Wagea, Hours, and Working Conoitious in
Union Bakeries, June 1 1939, p. 6 .
.. This is noted in the Bureau of Labor Statistics Report, Union Wages, Hours, aad
Working Conditions in the Printing Tnldea. June 1, 1939, p. 29.
• See, for example, statements of Noel Sargent, National Association of ManufacturerBl
record June 3-6. hearing, vol. III, p. 396; A. L. Funkel.Automatlc Electric Co., recora
July 25-29 bearing, vol. I. p. 92; and Homer Mitchell, Motion Picture Producers '" Distrlbutora 0 1America, Inc., record July 2~29, hearing, vol. I, p. 63.
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l'hould not be so considered. Some employer representatives testified
that they did not object to paying such employees for their overtime
at the required rate.ilO
'While undoubtedly in many instances a working foreman or supervisor is an employee of a mixed type since he does perform some
duties in an executive capacity and some duties which are admittedly
not so performed, it would be inconsistent with the purposes of the
act to encourage excessive hours of work on the part of such foremen by granting an exemption. :Many of the labor unions' witnesses
opposed to exemption of working foremen on the g:ound that their
exemption would tend to decrease employment pOSSIbilities for other
union members.81 The matter is, of course, somewhat one of degree.
If the phrase used in the Regulations were "no work of the same
nature as that performed by nonexempt employees," til a hardship
might frequently be worked, because the foreman or supervisor might
feel barred from occasionally pitching in to help his fellow employees. However, the phrase has been in fact "no substantial
amount of work." It is proposed that this be rephrased so that exempt employees can work at nonexempt tasks as long as the time
spent in such work does not exceed 20 percent of the hours of nonexempt employees. Furthermore, as set forth later, the employee ·in
sole charge of an establishment is accorded special treatment. In
view of these liberd provisions, it is not beliewd that an employee
who fails to meet the proposed requirement in the regulations is in
any reasonable sense an employee employed in a "bona fide executive • * * capacity."
"INDEPENDENT ••• OR ••• BRANCH ESTABLISHMENT"

The one situation where it seems unwise to apply even the liberal
20-percent rule is that of the employee in sole charge of an independent establishment or a phySICally separated branch establishment. sa Clearly, if such an employee does have at least two other
employees to supervise and is not himself supervised at the location
where he works, he possesse;s a degree of execu~ive freedo~ that would
not be the case If he had a Job of comparable Importance III charge of
a department inside a plant. Due weight must be given to this freedom from direct supervision enjoyed by the top person in an independent establishment or in a branch establishment physically
sel?arated from the supervising office of the company. For that reason
it IS recommended that there be no limitation on the amount of nonexempt work performed by such employees. It is felt that the
occasIOnal exigencies of business, particularly in small branch
establishments where the flow of work may be very great at times in
comparison with the size of the regular labor force, make such leeway desirable and will not tend to defeat tl;te purposes of the act.
Moreover, there ~ an adequat~ safeguard against abuse in the fact ~hat
only one person ill any estabhshment can be classed as an "executIve"
eo See statement of Wm. W. Peak!!t Association of Stock Exchange Firms, record April
hear1Dg, vol Ill, p. 420. .Mr. Peake, however, urged tbe.t the statU8 of .bead
bookkeepers and aeBi.tsnt head bookkeepers be clarl1ied in the new regulations.
11 For example...see statement of L. J. Buckley.l International Stereotypers and Electrotypers Union of ~ortb America, record July 25-~9, hearing, vol. IV, p. 527 .
.. This was proposed by Lawson Wimberly on behalf of the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, record July 2&-29, bearing vol. IV p.479.
' .. The problem presented by the Pittsburgh: Plate GiaBs Co. with reference to Its branch
managera i8 a typical iUuatration, record April 10-15, bearing, vol. II. PP. 218, 219.
1~16,
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by the application of this proviso. Among those who will be exempt
under such a provision, many of whom, at present, are probably not
exempt or whose exemption is doubtful, are managers of branch warehouses, managers of branch trucking depots, local managers of branch
offices of utihty companies, cashiers of small banks 'and others.
It should be noted that the justification for discarding the limitation on nonexempt work in this situation is the comparatively high
degree of freedom from supervision and the consequent weight of
the executive responsibility involved. It follows that such exemption is and should be available only to a person who does have executive responsibilities and who is actually engaged in supervising the
work of others. In no instance should this be construed as applying
to a person who does not have at least two other employees under his
permanent supervision.
It should also be noted that the term "independent establishment"
must be given full weight. The establishment must have a fixed
location" and must be geographically separated from other company
property. The management of operations within one among several
buildings located on a single or adjoining tracts of company property
does not qualify for the exemption under this heading. In the case of
a branch, there must be a true and complete physical separation from
the main office.
"WORK OF THE SAME NATURE....

Some question has been raised from time to tim~ as to what constitutes "work of the same nature as that performed by nonexelllpt
employees of the employer." Usually the answer is not difficult. The
head bookkeeper Who keeps a set of books is performing such nonexempt work even though his books cover different 1;ransactions from
the books maintained by the under bookkeepers. This is true because,
in general, the work is of the same type and is not in itself indicative
of the executive nature of the head bookkeeper's responsibilities.
Even though the books are confidential in nature, the conclusion would
not be altered, for they could-obviously be maintained by any trusted
bookkeeper. On the other hand, the work of maintaining production
and personnel records and making reports thereon directly relative
to a supervisory emI?loyee's department and reflecting the effect of
his supervisory actiVIties is, generally speaking, -not to be construed
as nonexempt work, even though, in a sense, the work of certain nonexempt employees might also be described as record-keeping and
reporting.
Normally' manualll).bor, including the operation and repair of machinery, Will properly be counted as nonexempt work. Any exception
to this may be found where the supervisor of a department sometimes
participates in repair work of an unusually difficult nature which his
subordmates cannot perform and which directly affects the continued
'Operation of his whole department. Such instances would be rare. ft '
PHRASE "OF THE EMPLOYER" DELETED

Occasionally an abuse of the definition has been attempted in which
it is claimed that the employee in question performs work, which,
.. For example, It was stated by Charles W. Boyce, Northwest Paper Co., that foremen
In paper factories do not average an hour a week in repairing maChinery, record June 3-5,
bearing, vol. II, p. 312.
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though nonexecutive in nature, is unlike work performed by other
employees of the same employer. Clearly, in the great majority of
cases, the easiest test of the nonexempt nature of an employee's work
is that it is performed habitually by nonexempt employees in the establishment. The Regulations were obviously drafted with this in mind'
and have been so interpreted by the Wage and Hour Division. There
is an occasional situatlOll where the literal application of t.he phrase
"of the employer" has lead to dispute, as where the work of a shipping department is so subdivided that the supervisor himself carries
on all the routine clerical work of the department, even though in
other establishments such work is normally performed by nonexempt
employees. To clarify this part of the Regulations and to prevent
any such attempted evasion, it is recommended that the phrase "of the
employer" be c;leleted.
"NOT LESS THAN $30 A WEEK"

)

Criticism was also directed at the clause "who is compensated for
his services at not less than $30 (exclusive of board, lodgmg, or other
facilities) for a workweek. It was asserted by some that the Administrator has no authority_ to include a salary qualification. This view
had little support.85 There 'was indeed surpiisingly wide agreement
that a salary, qualification in the definition of the term "executive" is
a valuable and easily applied index to the "bonlt fide" character of the
employment for whi~h exemption is claimed and which must ?e of
a "bona fide" executIve character by the terms of the statute Itself.
This agreement was manifested both in oral testimony and in the
terms of many of the proposed redefinitions. 88
The basis of this agreement is easily explained. The term "executive" implies a certain presti~, status, and importance. Employees
who qualify under the definitlOn are denied the protection of the act.
It must be assumed that they: enjoy compensatory privileges and this
assumption will clearly fail 1£ they are not paid a salary substantially
higher than the wages guaranteed as a mere minimum under section 6
of the act. In no other way can there be assurance that section
13 (a) (1) will not invite evasion of section 6 and section 7 for large
numbers of workers to whom the wage-and-hour provisions should
apply. .Ind~, if an employer states that a p'articular employ~ is
of suffiCIent ImpOrtance to his firm to be clasSIfied as an "executIve"
employee and thereby exempt from the protection of the act, the best
single test of the employer's good faith in attributing importance
to the employee's servICes is the amount he pays for them. The reasonableness and soundness of this conclusion is sustained by the
record .
.. Specific oral approval of the use of a salary test for "executive" or "executive" and
"administrative" was expressed by 32 repre8entatlves of employers; specific oral disapproval was expressed by on1)' 4 such representatives .
.. A salar~ quallllcatlon was Included In proposed redefinitions for "executive" or "execu·
tlve" 'and "administrative" 1Iubmltted by the following: Shell OU Company; Mld-Contlnent
011 '" Gas Association; National Wholesale Druggists' Association; Council of National
Wholesale Associations· Indiana Manufacturers' Association· United Who\eaale Grocers
Association, Inc.: AmeriCan Retail Federation: Manufacturers' Association of Connecticut!
Inc.: National .Association of Manufacturers: National Association of Ornamental Meta
Manufacturers; Oklahoma Stripper Well ABsoclation' Insulation Board Institute; Motion
Pictures Producers and Dlstrlbutors ·of America· Nattonal Small Business Men's ABsocla·
tlon; American Newspaper Publ1shers' Association; Edison Electric Institute; National
Association of Broadcasters; and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. The
alternative redefinitions of "executive" and "administrative" submitted by the American
Bankers AssOciation were baaed entirely on a salary qualification.
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There is also ample precedent for the use of a salary qualification
in this connection. There are 10 State wage-and-hour laws 87 requiring a salary qualification for exemption of executive, administrative,
and supervisory employees. Furthermore, under the N. R. A., in
codes adopted by industry, out of 534 codes exempting executive,
administrative, and supervisory employees, 488 included a salary qualification. Thus, the salary test has been and is widely accepted as
appropriate.
_
For the foregoing reasons, consideration need not be given here to
the occasional proposals which _suggested elimination of the salary
requirement. However, criticism was also directed at the _s alary test
in the definition because of the amount of compensation established
as a test therein. It was claimed that $30 is too high a requirement. 8a
Most of this criticism, however, was directed at this salary requirement as applied to "administrative" employees, it being argued that
n lower salary requirement should be established in a separate "administrative" definition. It was contended, on the other hand, that $30
js too low. s, A surprisingly large number of organizations apparently
found the figure reasonable or at least satisfactory for their purposes
and made no criticism of it.'TO
In evaluating the propriety of the $30 requirement, it is clear that
there must be an adequate differentiation between the salary normally
earned by a worker for a standard workweek who ~ employed as a
craftsman or machine operator or tender and -the salary of a person
whose exemption is sought as an executive. Thus the proposal of one
state manufacturers' association to set the salary qualification at $18 per
week must clearly be rejected.'11 On the other hand, while in the
abstract there is some justification for the suggestion made by the
United Office and Professional Workers of America that the salary
qualification be set at $5,000 per annum, it is equally clear that this is
an impractical proposal.T2
In -determining a -fair rate, it should be noted that in a number of
industries a minimum of -40 cents per hour has already been established
by kij~ orders. In these industries, this wage is applicable even to
uns . ed labor; semiskilled and skilled workers are consistently paid
wages far in excess of 40 cents per hour. Thus, to take a. single example, immedia.tely prior to October 24, 1938, the average hourly earnings of workers in the full-fashioned hosiery industry were found to be:
Skilled workers, $1.12 to 49¢; semiskilled workers, 76¢ to 35¢; unskilled
fir U. S. Department of Labor, Division of Labor Standards, Chart Showing State and
Federal Hours Limitations (October 15, 1939) .
.. The IndlaDa Manufacturers AB8oclation prop08ed US a week as a salary test, while
the Southern States Industrial COUDcll In Its formal proposal suggested merely that the
"executive" be pald on a straight salary basla, not specUylng any definite salary.
• A proposal to make the requirement $40 a week was submitted bl Lawson Wimberly,
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, record JuI.y 25-2!!,. hearingJ vol. IV,
p. 479; Lewla MerrlllJ representing the United Olfice and Professional workers OI Amerlcn,
argued that if any sa18.ry qualification Is set it should be $5,000 a year!, record AprU 10-16,
hearing, vol. II, p. 345. Moreover, higher salary requlrementa of $30, $37.110, and $40 a
week and $150 and $260 a month were suggested tor "executive" by the Shell 011 CoCouncil of National Wholesale Associations, Automatic Electric Co., Illinois Manufacturers'
Association, National Small Business Men's Association, and American Bankers AsSOCiation,
r~tlvel1'.
.
The $30 requirement was retained in redefinitions of "executive" proposed by the
following: Motion Picture Producers 6: _Dlatrlbntors of America, American Newspaper Publlahers' AJl8oc1atlon, Edison Electric Institute, Insulation Board Institute, National Association of Broadcasters, National ASloclation of Manufacturers, Mld-Contlnent 011 6: Gas
Alsoclatlon, National ABloclatlon of Ornamental Metal Manufacturers, and Oklahoma
Stripper Well Asaoclatlon.
n IndlaDa Manufacturers' Association.
'/I Proposal ot Lewla Merrill, op. cit., note 69.
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workers, 45¢ to 25¢.73 The ayerage hourly earnings of all workers in
the industry on the same date was 66¢.H In the cloak and suit division
of the apparel industry the average hourly earnings for manufacturing
employees in the New York City producing area is $1.40. 15 For a
40-hour workweek employees in thIS group who are in no sense employed in an executive capacity receive an average of $56 per week. In
such industries the $30 minimum is an exceedinly small protection,
indeed no protection at all. In general, the difference between the .
weekly earnings of a skilled craftsman who does no supervising work
and the minimum wage required herein for exemption as an executive
is not very great in any industry covered by the act. This disparity
will tend, to decrease rather than increase as time goes on. Thus it
appears that the adoption of a ra,te lower than $30 per week would not
afford adequate protection against abuse in a great variety of instances.
Positive support for the adoption of a minimum not lower than
$30 a week Can also be derived from N. R A. experience and from
the practice found in State legislation. An exemption for executive and supervisory or managerial employees who received salaries
in excess of $35 a week was provided for in 21 of the 30 N. R. A.
Codes approved between Septem:ber 7 and October 11, 1933. After
that date the tendenc;y to include an exemption based upon the
$35 a week salary qualification was even mOEe uniform, although
in many' of the codes a rate of $25 to $30 was set for smaller
,
~
communities.
A similar tendency to exempt supervisory employees who receive
more than a specified w~kly compensation of about $30 is also
found in State maximum hours statutes. Typical examples are the
Female Labor Act for Arkansas/iS which contains an exemption for
"female persons employed in an executive or manag:erial capacity
who exercise real supervision and managerial authonty with duties
and discretion entirely different from that of regular: salaried employees, and who receive as compensation for their labor $35 per
week, or more, ,exclusive of any and all bonuses and commissions,"
and the Colorado Six-Day-Week Law for cleaning and dyeing establishments,1'l which exemJ?ts executives receiving $30 or more a
w~k. From the foregoing It is apparent that a salary requirement
of less than $30 or $35 per week could not be justified for a person
employed in a "bona fide executive" capacity.
A question remains, however, as to whether such a low requirement should be adopted and this can best be answered by estimating
(1) the compensating advantages that may be 'found in the nature
of the employment to justify the denial of the 'benefits of the act
and (2) the protection against abuse provided by the entire definition including the salary proviso. The term "executive" as defined
herein is applicable only to a person who directs others-who is
responsible for a department of a business. This implies authority
'fI Findings and opinions ot the Administration in the Matter ot Recommendation ot In·
dustr.y Committee No. 3 for Minimum Wage Rates In the Hosiery Industry. August 18, 1939,
pp. 92, 93.
.. Ibid., p. 20.
"lI'IndlIigs and opinion ot the Administrator In the Mil tter of Recommendation of Industry Committee No. 2 tor Minimum Wage Rates In the Apparel Industry, May 15, 1940,

p.n3.

.. Crawford aDCI MORell DlII:'est, 1921. as taRt amended by Act 83, Laws 1937; sec. 7104 ;

al!<.:. 7109, as amended by 1927 supplement.

... Laws of 1987, ch. 113.
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over people, a privilege generally considered desirable to possess.
More important, as justification for unlimited hours of work, the
opportunities for promotion to higher executive positions are clearly
greater for those who already occupy some t:ype of executive position. These intangible advantages are normally, though not always
accompanied by more tangible advantages such as paid vacation
and SICk leave. Still more important is the fact that executives
hav-e a greater security of tenure than almost any other group of
workers. When a factory retains only a skeleton crew, the foreman is n9rmally a member of that crew; and the others members
of the executive hierarchy also tend to retain their positions. Thus
even the lower paid executives enjoy certain preroga.tives that may
be given weight.
The definition of the term "executive" as proposed and explained
above i~t. of course, not without ambiguities. Borderline cases will
arise. .l.'i evertheless the combination of supervisory and discretionary
responsibilitiel? that form the heart of the definition is usually identIfiable. It follows that there is no excessive danger of abuse through
the granting of misleading titles, etc. Abuse there can be, for some
foremen and supervisors are paid exceedingly low wa~es. Yet a
rather low salary requirement will not impose'an imposslble task on
those responsible for the enforcement of the act, because -most claims
for exemption under this heading can be analysed. without undue
difficulty on the basis of the job itself.
There is one further consideration that must be giV'eIl weight. The
penalty payment requirement for overtime work in the case of persons
truly employed in an executi:ve.capacity would not usually have any
considerable effect in spreading employment because in many instances the executive's work cannot be shared. In any event, it
would produce this effect far less cOliUnonly than in the case of administrative and professional employees (as the terms are used herein).
Thus a higher salary requirement for "executive" would not result
in sJ?reading employment to any very great extent, and particularly
not m 'comparison with the -increased employment to be anticipated
from a comparable salary requirement for administrative and professional employees.
It should be noted further that executive employees are an essential
feature of all industry. Many employers employ no administrative
employees, as the term is used herein; thousands have no occasion
to employ professional employees, in an:y sense of the term. Outside
salesmen (and persons employed in a local retailing capacity) are
found only in certain industries. But executives-high and lowexist and must exist everywhere. Accordingly, since, as has been
explained, it is highly desirable not to establish re~ional salary differentials, th,e salary qualification for "executive" wIll affect both high
and low wage areas, high and low wage industries, and large and
small businesses.
When all the foregoing factors are taken into account, it appears
desirable to retain a comparatively low salary requirement. The
choice would appear to lie between $30 and $35. 18 In the absence,
.. That a $35 requireme!lt would not be aerlously unfair to employers is lndicnted by the
Arkansas statute cited above. since ArkanB&8 is part of a comparatively industriallaed and
low·wage area and since female employees (those at'fected by the law) are customarfly paid
lower wages than males-who constitute the grent majority of p.xecutive· empI1l1""",
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at l~ast at the present time, ~f data to. show that· the present $30
reqUIrement has proved unsatisfactory, It would seem the part of
wisdom to retain that figure. If future investigations show the
desirability of an upward shift, the alteration can be made at that
time.
EXEMPTION APPLIES ONLY TO SALARIED EMPLOYEES

It is hardly necessary to restate what has a.lways been the position
of the Wage and Hour Division, namely, that the $30 for a workweek
can be translated into equivalent terms for longer periods. Thus
the requirement is fulfilled if the worker is paid $130 for a month
or a comparable amount for any other pay period. However, the
requirement is not fulfilled by the earnings of a person who is paid on
an hourly ·baSis. The shor.test pay period which can properly be
understood' to be appropriate for a person employed in an executive
capacity is obviously a weekly pay period and hourly paid employees
should not be entitled to the exemption. The executive status in
and of itself connotes at least the tenure implied by a weekly pay
period ' as the very minimum. Accordingly, it is recommended that
this clause in the definition read: "Who is compensated for his services
on a salary basis at not less than $30 per week (exclusive of boar.d,
lodging, or other facilities)." One firial explanation may be made.
In some instances persons who would otherwise qualify as executive
employees, particularly sales managers and branch sales managers,
are paid in part or in ~ull by methods of compensation which .include
commissions, drawing accounts, and other items. 'In such instances
the salary requirement will be met if the employee is guaranteed a
net compensation of not less than $30 a week "free and clear." Similarly; if board and lodging are involved, there should be a "free and
clear' payment of $30 each week in cash.
It was also suggested that the phrase should read "at not less
. than the rate of $30 * * * for a workweek." '19 It was ex; "plained that this proviso was to take care of certain executives who
... are hired on a part-time basis. This would seem quite unnecessary,
however? for a person earnin~ at such a rate for part-time work
would Clearly fUlfill the minlmum wage requirements of the act
and, if his work were only part-time, would not be subject· to overtime payments. The modification the~fore seems unnecessary.

Section VII. ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYEES
RECOMMENDED DEFINITION
Section 541.2. Administrative.

The term "employee emp,loyed in D. bona fide * * * administrative * * * capacity' in Section 18 (a) (1) of the act shall
mean any employee(A) Who is compensated for his services on a salary or fee basis at a rate of
not less than $200 per month (exclusive of board, lodging, or other facllltles), and
(B) (1) Who regularly and directly assists an employee employed in a bona
fide ' executive or administrative capacity (as such terms are defined in these
regulations), where such assistance Is nonmanual in nature and requires the
exercise of discretion and independent judgment; or
(2) Who performs under only general supervision, responsible nonmanual office
or field work, directly related to management policies or general business opera·
.. Statement of Noel Sargent,
hearing, vol. III, p. 314.

~atlonal

Association of Manufacturers, record June 3-5,
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tions, along specialized or technical lines requiring special training, experience,
or knowledge, and which requires the exercise of discretion and independent
judgment; or
(3) Whose work involves the execution undel' only general supervision of
special nonmanual assignments and tasks directly related to management
policies or general business operations involving the exercise of discretion and
independent judgment.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN "EXECUTIVE" AND "ADMINISTRATIVE"

In section ill of this report there is a discussion of the propriety
of establishing separate definitions for the terms "executive" and "administrative." The conclusion is reached thl;Lt, while separate definitions for the two terms are not essential, they are proper and can be
conveniently used to describe two different groups of employees both
of whose duties may warrant exemption. It also is pomted. out in
section III and more fully in section VI, that, although the two terms
are in large degree overlapping in common usage,80 it is both convenient and appropriate to limits the term "executive" to persons whose
duties include some form of managerial authority-to persons who
actually direct the work of other persons. The term "administrative"
can ~hus be reserved ~or p~rsons performing- a variety of mi~llaneo1!s
but Importa.nt funcbons m busmess. ThIS latter group IS large m
modern industrial practice, and includes, typic411y, such persons as
personnel managers, credit managers, buyers, supervisors of machine
tools, safety directors, claim agents, auditors, wa~-rate analysts, tax
experts, and many others.
It may be stated at this pQint that there are other ~ssible ways of
dividing the total sphere between "executive" and' administrative."
For ~xample, a cons~d~rable num~r of the P!Opose~ redefinitions
submItted to the Admmlstrator conceIve of "adnriIiistratlve" as merely
a lower form of "executive." In While such a distinction might be
appropriate for some other purposes, it would be clearly inappropriate
in -establishing ' definitions for two terms which must not overlap if
effect is to be given to each of the words in an act of Ctmgress.82 If
"administrative" is to be defined me]'ely as a lower form of "executive,"
all executives would qualify under the administrative definition, and
the term itself might well be left out of the act and the Regulations. 8s
Such a distinction, therefore, cannot be adopted for the purposes of
section 13 (a) (1) of the act and Part 541 of the Regulations issued
thereunder.
MAIN ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM

The problem of defining "employee employed in a bona fide administrative capacity" has two aspects. First, the definition must be sufficiently broad and general to include employees performing a ~eat
variety of tasks; and second, the definition must contain such delimIting
requirements, principally a salary qualification, as will prevent abuse .
.. Words and Phrases, op. cit., note 12.
m See, for example, the proposed redefinitions 8ubmltted by the National Wholesale Druggists' Association, Council of National Wholesale Associations, United Wholesale Grocers'
AssocIation. Inc., and Manufacturers Association of Connecticut, Inc.
.. Effect 'can be given to both terms In a Single definition, Just a8 It can be denied to one
term In two definition •.
• It was admitted by several of the employer representatives who appeared at the hearIngs that their proposed redefinitions of "admInistrative" rendered the definition of "executIve" merely ornamental. For example, see statement of A. L. M. Wiggins, AmerIcan
Bankers' Association, record July 9, 10. henrin~. "01. I. p. 31.
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In the recommendation set forth above, the descriptive part of this section of the Regulation is taken principally from a proposal submitted
by the National Association of Manufacturers and supported in large
part by other employer associations. s ", Some modifications, however
have been made therein.
DESCRIPTIONS OR TITLES INSUFFICIENT AS YARDSTICKS

)

It has been stated previously that the employees for whom exemption
is sought under the term "administrative" have extremely diverse
functions. It is further evident that in many instances their function
is difficult to identify, although it.may well be important. In such a
situation, the final and most effective check on the validity of the claim
for exemption is the payment of a salary commensurate with the
iml?ortance .supposedly accorded the duties m question. Furthermore,
a tItle alone is of little or no assistance in determining the true importance of an employee to the employer. Titles can be had cheaply
and are of no determinative value. Thus, while there are some superintendents of maintenance who qualify for exem:ption under section
13 (a) (1) (normally under the term "executive"), It is not hard to call
a janitor a "superintendent" or a "superintendent of maintenance" if
some result desirable .t o the employer will flow tllerefrom. s5
In this group of administrative employees, there is a gradation
of responsibility, authority, and prestIge which cannot be isolated
and for which a .dividing line cannot be drawn ~for all American
industry. In fact, it would be impossible to establish such a dividing
line by a verbal definition even. for anyone important industry,
although such a line might be drawn with. reasonable. success for a
single employer. For example, time studies are widely used for
. cost estimating, cost accounting, and the setting of piece rates,
._ Persons employed in this type of work have a great variety of titles .
. Some are called "rate setters," some are called "time study men,"
others "time control men." There is, however, no automatic way of
distinguishing between a rate-setter whose function is limited to
timing certain operations and jotting down times on a standardized
form and the supervisor of productIOn control in a large establishment whose decisions affect the welfare of thousands of employees.
Clearly, the latter person is employed in a "bona fide administrative
capacity," while the former is a mere cog in a larfe industrial wheel.
As another illustration, the term "claIm agent' may cover a great
variety of employees. A claim agent who settles claims for damages
which in no case amount to more than five Oi' ten dollars obviously
performs mere routine work. On the other hand, a claim agent for
a large oil company who is given authority to settle claims that
amount to several thousand dollars must use discretion and jud~ment,
and has the authority to affect the welfare of his. employer m the
most substantial degree. 8e Again, many businesses employ persons
.. Slmllar proposals were made by the Illinois Manufacturers' Association. Motion Pictures Producers and Distributors ot America, Insulation Board Institute, and American
Newspaper Publishers Association. Some of the special wording of this last proposal has
also been adopted .
.. Some of· the representatives of labor, Dotably Victor Pasche, of the American Newspaper Guild, contended that under the N. R. A. everyone for whom exemption 'vas desired
was called an "executive." record April 10--16, hearing. vol. III, p. 458.
• The work of such a claim agent was described 1n detall by Clarel B. Mapes, representing the Mid-Continent 011 &: Gas Association. who stated that the minimum salary paid
such employees In the 011 Industry Is $200 or $250 a month, record June 3-5, hearing,
vol. II, PP. 170--174.
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they describe as "statisticians." A person may be described as a
statistician who is little, if anything, more than a tabulating machine
operator. On the other hand, he may be the person who plays a
major part in determining the. financial policy of a large firm.IT
Still another example is found in the term "personnel director." In
some plants a personnel director so-called is merely a clerk at the
hiring window. In other cases he is a man whose decisions determine
personnel policies affecting thousands of workers.
:Many more examples could be cited but these are sufficient to
show that there is no description of duties or titles which in and
of itself can prevent abuse or can differentiate between those persons
who may reasonably be exempt under the act and those who deserve
and require its benefits. One element distinguishing the two groups
is the use of discretion and independent judgment and this requirement is included in each of the recommended alternatives for the
term "administrative."a8 In some instances this requirement in and
of itself will be adequate to differentiate between employees who
should be exempt and those who should be covered by the act. In
some cases, however, ' decision would be difficult if sole reliance
were to be placed on the descriptive factors in the proposed definition.
In these instances inclusion or exclusion should be determinable by
reference to a completely objective requirement. This proposed
objective requirement is, of course, the payment of a stated salary.
SALARY LIMITATION VITAL '

It is recommended that the salary limitation be established at
$200 a month. The choice of this figure is explained in deta.illater.
However, it may be reiterated here that a salary criterion constitutes
the best and most easily applied test of the employer's ~ood faith
in claiming that the person whose exemption is desired 18 actually
of such importance to the firm that he is properly describable as
an emplol66 employed in a bona fide administratlve capacity.
There 18 one further reason for establishing a salary reguirement for
administrative employees. In the definitions of "executIve," "professional," (and "outside salesman") both as originally drafted and as
proposed .herein, there is a clause, in varying forms, barring an employee from the exemption if he performs a: substantial amount of
nonexempt work. It is not proposed that a similar clause be included
in the definition of "administratIve." It is believed that the employees
in the administrative group are so heterogeneous in function that it
, ..ould present a disproportionately weiglity problem in administration to determine what constitutes nonexempt work. However, when
this valuable guard against abuse is removed.z it becomes all the mO.r e
jmportant to establish a salary requirement tor the exemption of administrative employees, and to set the figure therein high enough to
prevent abuse.
.
8f It was stated by Albert F. Clear, New York Curb Partners Association, that many of
hls statisticians recelve from ,4110 to '7GO a month, record .July S, 10, hearlng. vol. II,

p.216.

.. Thls phrase or nne subatllnUally slmllar to It ls found In the redefinltions of "admlnlatratlve" propoaed b;r _the followlng grouptl: Mld-Continent Oll and Gas Assoclation,
National Assoclatlon of ManutactutenJ, Oklahoma Stripper Well Assoclation, InBUlatlon
Board Instltut4!~ Motlon Plcture Producers ond Dlstrlbutore of America, and Amerlcan
.
Newspaper Pubushers AlllloclaUoD.
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EXECUTIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS

It will be noted that there are three types of employees included
within the proJ?osed exemption (subject to the salary qualification).
The first type IS the assistant to an executive or administrative employee. . In modern industrial pr!lctice there ~as . been a steady and
mcr~asm&" use .of persons who assls~ an execu~lve 111 the .performapce
of hIS duties WIthout themselves havmg ex~utIve authOrity. TypICal
titles of persons in this group are executive assistant to the president,
confidential assistant) executive secretary, assistant to the general
manager, and admimsrative assistant. It may be noted that such
positions have counterparts in Government service. 89
Generally s.peaking, such assistants are found in large establishments where the offiClal assisted has duties of such scope and which
require so much attention that the work of personal scrutiny, correspondence, and interviews must be delegated. However, it is clear
that without adequate safeguards the claim could be made that not
only the executive' secretary but also the special messenger, for example, is an assistant to the general manager. It is, therefore, specified in this subsection of the Regulations that the assistance "requires
the exercise of discretion and independent judgment." This in itself
will assist in drawing a line between the stenographer whose task: is
primarily me<fuanical in nature and the true executive secretary who,
although she may take some dictation and do so~e typing, is primarily
employed because of her ability to distinguish between callers at the
office and to carry out other special and important duties. The further
requirement of a salary limit should effectively prevent abuse.
STAFF EMPLOYEES

Employees exempted.by the second 'alternative ~ the definition are
those who can be described as staff rather than line employees,or as
functional rather than de~artmental heaas. They include employees
who act as advisory specIalists to the management; many of them
in the higher brackets are commonly described as consultants. Their
advice is; of course, directly related to management policies. There
is likely to be some overlapping between these emPlo~s and professional employees as in the case of legal advisors.80
ical examples are such persons as tax experts, insurance experts, sa es research
experts, wage rate analysts, investment consultants,- foreign exchange
consultants and statisticians.
Also included in this group are ~rsons who are in charge of a
so-called functional department, whIch may frequently be a one-man
department. The work of these employees is directly related to
general business operations. Typical examples are such employees
as bank tellers, credit managers, purchasin~ agents, buyers, safety
directors, personnel directors, and labor relatIOns directors. Employees of thlS type in the higher brackets habitually establish procedures
and assist in the determination of policies which must be followed
by all the employees of the employer. They can theref('lre, when
• Comparable emplol"eea in the Government _"Ice have such titles as junior admln·
Istratlve 88Blatant, Benlor administrative aeelataDt, junior admlnlatratlve otD'cer. and
admlDlBtrative otDcer.
.. A number of the prollOsed redefiDitlonB of "lidmlnlatratlve," tor example the one sub·
mltted br. the Southern States Industrial Councll, would render the definition of "professional ' as well as the definition of "executive" largely ornamental.
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given authority, be of great importance in the successful operation
of their employer's businessY However, although they are in charge
of departments, they frequently have no employees under their supervision and therefore are not eligible for exemetion as "executIve"
employees. Furthermore, there is an imperceptible gradatiol,l in responsibility and authority up and down the line. Here, as in the
other instances, the differentiation between the clerk and the J?erson
with true administrative responsibility is , to be found, first, ill the
exercise of discretion and independent judgment, and, second, in
the receipt of an appropriate salary.
-THOSE WHO PERFORM SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS

The third and pe,r haps most varied group reasonably described as
"administrative employees" consists of persons who perform all t~
of special assignments requiring individual activity and judgment and
directly related to management policies or general business operations.
Among them are to be found a number of persons whose work is performed a way from the employer's place of business. _These would
include traveling auditors, lease buyers, traveling inventory men, field
representatives of utility comparues, location managers of moving
picture companies, and district g-augers for oil com:p'anies. It should
be particularly noted that this 18 a field which is rife with honorific
titles that do not adequately portray the nature of the employee's
duties. The field representative of a utility comrany, for exam:ple,
may ' be, on occasion, as one witness described it, ' a glorified servlce-man."e2
This general classification also includes employ~ whose special
assigIlII!ents are performed entirely or partly inside their employer's
place of business. Examples are special organization planners, assistant buyers, customers' brokers in stock ,exchange fi.rriis, so-called account executives in 'advertising firms, certain salesmen, and contact
or pro~otion men of various t~.
These miscellaneous groups include many emJ>loyees who need the
protection of the act as well as many who should obviously be exem'pt.
The salary test and the requirement concerning the use of discretlOn
and judgment should adequately draw a -line between them.
ALL ARE "WHITE COLLAR" EMPWYEES

The employees who fall within the three alternatives set forth above
have one characteristic in common. They are all what is known loosely
as white collar em'ployees. The descriptions given are in no way a~
plicable to mechamcs,-- for example, no matter how highly they are paId.
There are tool and die wo_rkers, cutters, and other craftsmen whose
weekly earnings for a 4O-hour week may range from $50 to $100.88
Yet traditionally they are paid on an hourly basis and at overtime
II A detailed description- of the function of such one-lDan departlDents;aa outBlde buyer
(wardrobe), planter, and location auditor is given in the written supplement to the oral
-argument made by the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of .AJnerlca. The
average salaries paid these employees in the lDo,'lng plcture industry vary frOID $7S to
$112 a week.
• StatelDent of Lawson WilDberly, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
record July 25-29, hearing, vol. IV, p. 483.
• It Wall tesUQed by Lazare Teper, International Ladles' GarlDent Workers,.Unio!!" that
lOOme tool and die workers earn over $100 a week; record Aprll 10:-16, hearing, vol. III,
p.403.
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rates for overtime work. This is appropriate. Whatever their value
to the employer, it would be improper to describe them as "administrative" employees. Generally speaking" it is not believed that there
will be any difficulty in determining that such employees are not
included within the definitions set forth. On the other hand, the
I>~rformance of some incidental manual work, in a teclmical sense,
should not serve as a bar to exemption. For example, if otherwise
qualified, the incidental performance of stenographic work by an
executive secretary or the incidental operation of a machine by a
machine demonstrator would not disquahfy them from the exemptIon.
MOTION-PICTURE EMPLOYEES

)

A few cases in which this question has been raised in the past may
be noted here. One of these concerns the so~alled key members of a
shooting unit in the moving-picture industry-.8~ The key members include, for example, the first and second cameramen, the stand-by prop
makers, the make-up artists, the hairdressers, the stand-by gaffers, the
scrip girl, best boy, and many others. The first cameraman mi~ht
well he exempt as an executive or administrative employee. He hunself performs no manual labor and merely directs the general process
of photography.85 Th~ second cameraman may w~ be a professional
employee, as the term IS defined below. However, ill all or almost all
the othel- insta.nces the persons employed are craftsmen and are typically· members of-such unions as the Internatio:qal .Alliance of Stage
and Theatrical Employees and Moving Picture Machine Operatorsz
the Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators, and Pa~rhaiigers 01
America; ana· so forth. Moreover, when performing Identical work
but not within the shooting group they are treated like the other craftsmen of the industry and are paid overtime for overtime work Although the hourly pay of most of these employees is extremely high in
comparison with most other industries,88 that fact in itself does not
and cannot qualify them for exemption as "administrative employees."
DRAFI'SMEN

Another grOl,1p of employees for whom exemption has been suggest¢ under thiS head are draftsmen and other technical-professional
employees. All mechanical engineers are draftsmen but not all draftsmen are engineers. Furthermore, while some draftsmen do perform
individual assignments and are completely responsible for -theIr whole
job, it is believed that, genera~y sp~king, when such employees ~ould
be exempt, they meet the qualifications set forth later for professional
employees. Most draftsnien, however, work in a group and under
close supervision and do not exercise individual discretion and judg.. The function ,and duties of such employees were discussed b;L Homer Mitchell Motion Picture ProdUcers and Distributors of America, George Bodle, Hollywood Guild Coun.
cll, and Steve B. Newman, International Alliance of Theatrical and Stage' Employees and
Motion Picture Operators.. record Jul;y 2~29, hearing at vol. I, p. 52, vol IV, p. 693. and
vol. IV, p. 6311, respectiVelY.
.. The average rate of pllJ" of such ell!Ployees is $348 a week. Supplemmt to Orlll
Argument, Motion Picture l'roduoers and Distributors of America, p. 23, hearings' brancb
docket No. 78~
II A verN:e weekl;y salaries of representative emplo;YeeB of the uult are as follows: Second
cameramen, $123; stand·by prop makers, $91; make-up artists, $189; halrdres8ers *74;
script clerks, $118; stand-by paInters, $921 stand-by electricians, $92; claBII I cosiumer.
$57; 1lrst aBIIlstant director. $139 i gder••9~ i best boy. $81. Ibid. p; 42.
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ment. B7 For this reason it is not believed, even though draftsmen
are frequently fairly well paid, that under any normal circum!,)tances
they can appropriately qualify for exemption as "administrative employees." 98 Furthermore, draftsmen like others in the general professional-technical group do not usually perform tasks "directly related
to management polIcies or general business operations."
PUBLIC-UTILITY FIELDMEN

A more questionable group, perhaps, are the fieldmen working for
public-utility companies. Bs In some instances, where their primary
duty is to contact the public and to maintain relations with state and
local governmental units for their employer, they may well be performing truly administrative work and, if their compensation is adequate may qualify for this exemption. Where, however, their work
is almost.entirely in the nature of repair and service work, it is not
felt the exemptIOn is applicable. Generally, the differentiation between the two groups will be adequately made by the salary
requirement.
VARIOUS SALARY QUALIFICATIONS SUGGESTED

In the preqeding discussion the reasons have been set forth for
establishing a salary qualification as one of ·the qualifications for
exemption for admmistrative employees. There has also been set
forth in some detail the reason for establishing a salary limit that
will be high enough to prevent abuse. It is difficult to d,etermine precisely wher~ to draw the line. The suggestions range from $30 a
Week,100 or even less, to $5,000 a year.lOI
Employer suggestions included $140, $150, and $200 a month. I02 It may be noted that during
the Seventy-sixth Congress proposed amendments of the act were
introduced (but not enactedl which would have exempted persons
earning $150 and $200 a month, respectively.lo~
PRACTICE IN THE FEDERAL GOvERNMENT

One important guide in determining at what point an employee
should be considered an administrative employee rather than a clerk
WE. E. Bensenberc, National CouncU of Marine Draftsmen, Inc., testified, that nor·
mally marine draftsmen work under squad leaders who in turn are BuperviBed by uBlBtant
chief and chief draftBmen. All men up to tile · uBlBtant chief draftsmen mal beloDg to
tile union and are normall), paid time and one-half for overtime, record J'uly 2~29, hear·
lng, vol. I, p. 161.
.
- A. 1.. Funke, appearing for the Automatic Electric Co., Btated that his company did
not prQpOlle the exemption of draftsmen and squad ehlefs, record J'uly 21)-29, hearing,
vol. I, p. 92.
.
- The duties of a group of employees termed "local Buperintendents" are described In
the statement ftled by the Otter Tall Power Co.· and found in hearlnp' branch docket No. 73.
loa A ,30 a week requirement for "admlnlBtrative" was included In redetlnltioDB pro·
posed by Mid Continent 011 and Gas ABBOclatlon, National Wholesale DrugglBt Association,
Illinois Manufacturers' Association.. Motion Pictures Producers and DlstrlbutorB of America, Manufacturers' Association or Connecticut, Inc., National ABBoclation of Manufac·
turers Oklahoma Stripper Well Assoclatlon~ Insulation Board Institute, and Edison
Electr1e Institute. The lowest proposal was .18 a week made by the Indiana Manufac·
turerS Association.
lot A B8.laQ' requirement of 'G,OOO a year was suggested by LewiB Merrill, United Olllce
and Professional Workers of America, of?: cit., note 69.
lOaThe national Small Business Men s Association proposed ,150 a month. The Pitts·
burgh Plate Glass Co. suggested $140. W. W. Peake of the Association of Stoc;k Exchange
/Irma, 8l1e4kiDg In a personal capaclt)', 8Uf.gested $200. The original proposal of the
Motion P1cture Producers' AssociatiOD for 'executive" recommends' $50 a week or 1200
a' month .
.. H. R. 7133 (introduced by CongreB8ll1aD Barden) would exempt In IeCtion lia "any
employee employed • • • at a guaranteed monthly salary of U50 or more, or at _
guaranteed ;yearly B8.lary of 11,800 or 1D0re, If such employee Is not required b)' hJs
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is to be found in the practice of the Government itself. Several
years ago the Federal. Personnel Classification Board reported to
Con~ress on -problems of classification within the so-called clerical,
admmistrative, and fiscal group of Government employees.lo, This
group includes several hundred thousand workers. Under the recommendations of that Board CAF grades 1 to 6 have been reserved
for clerical employees, OAF 7 to 14 for administrative employees, and
CAF 15 and 16 for executive employees. l05 (For reasons set forth
above it is not deemed proper to adopt. for the purposes of these Regulations the theory that an administrative employee is merely a lo\ver
species of executive employee.) The established salary for grade
CAF 6 ,a t the time of the Board's closing report ranged from $2,300
to $2,800 per annum and the established s81ary for grade CAF 7 from
$2,600 to $3,100. 108 The average for each grade was $2,550 and $2,850,
respectively. It would therefore appear that in Governm~nt practice
the turning point between the clerk and the administrative official
comes between $2,550 and $2,850 per annum or about $2,700. It is interesting to observe that in a study made under the Brookhart Act
of 1930 the average salary of clerical, administrative, and fiscal nonGovernment positions equivalent to CAF 6 was found to be in
round figures, about $21.50 and for non~Government positions e<I,uivalent to CAF 7 about ~,950.101 Thus the nOl\-Government diVIding
line is about $2',750. There is, therefore, some reason for settin~ a
salary test of about $2,700 per annum as the a{Jpropriate distinctIon
between clerical and administrative employe~, if the average of
Government and non-Government salaries is used as a basis.

)

SALARIES OF STENOGRAPHERS

Another guide in determining a reasonable salary qualification is
the probable-percentage of persons in certain types of occupations who
would be exempted by -various salary limitations. Obviously, if a large
percentage of persons in a highly routinized occu'pation would be exempted, the salary qualification fails to act as a differentiating factor
between the clerical employee and the administrative employee. Thus,
in a report of the Wage and Hour Division it is shown that more than
10 percent of all stenographers, typists, and secretaries earn more
than $1,600; almost 5 percent earn more than $1,800.108 On the other
hand, less than 1 percent earn more than $2,400. Thus, in this group,
if it IS conceded as would aJlpear reasonable that there are a few woo
have truly respons~ble POSItIOns and t~at the enormous majority are
employer to work any sDeel1led minimum number ot hours In any workday, workweek,
or other period * • i." H. R. 5485, H. R. 7849, and S. 2008 would exempt "any
employee employed at a guaunteed monthly salary of $200 or more." H. R. 8624 would
exempt any employee wlio Is employed by the month at the ute of $200 a month or
more, or who Is employed by the week and paid at the rate of $50 0. week or more, or wbo
Is employed by the bour and paid at the rate of $1.25 an hour or more If he Js guaranteed
emliloyment of 40 hours or more a week.
10. The Board wa.e established by the ClaBslfication Act ot March 4, 1923, to Investigate
the duties and responslbUities of each individual pOSition and to administer the admln·
Istratlve provisions of the act .
... Personnel Classification Board, Class Specification tor Positions in the Departmental
Service, Washington, 1924. P. C. B. Form No. 12, pp. 8-9.
1.. Personnel ClaBSlflcatlon Board,_ Closing Report of Wage and Personnel SurveY WasbIngton, 1931, 71St Cong., 8d Bess., 1:1. Doc., No. 771, p. 115. The maximum for each grade
bas since been Increased.
tor Ibid., pp. 114-117.
too U. S. Department ot Labor, Wage and Hour Division, Report on Proposal to Exempt
<'lerlcal Employees From the lIours Vlvillions of the Fair Labor Standards Ad, March 1,
1940. table 8.
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employed in routine clerical work, neither $1,500 nor $1,800 as the
salary requirement would be adequate to guard against abuse. On the
other hand, a figure higher than $2,400 would tend to include within
the coverage of the act certain workers whose work carries with it
a status that may well deserve exemption from the act.

l

SALARIES OF BOOKKEEPERS AND ACCOUNTANTS

In the same study it is shown that practically 50 percent of the bookkeepers covered by the ,survey (nonmachine operators) are paid more
than $30 per week. l0e Bopkkeeping is of course one Qf the most routine
of all the normal bU'siness occu£ations. At $35 a week, almost 32
percent wo~ld still meet the qualification-at $40, over 20 percent, and
at $50, about 8 percent. Here agam it is obvious that adequate protection for a p'0up Qf workers who need ~he protectipn of the act
because of habItually long hours is not. proyided unless the ~ limit
is raised to at least $50 a week. That this limit would not also exclude
persons who properly deserve the exemption is illustrated by the fact
that almost 50 percent of the accountants and auditors earn at least
$50 a week.110 This is a group of employees whose work, while related
to that of bookkeepers, re<J.uires in general far more-'training, discretion, and independent ju~ent. Many of ' these' employees are employed in a bona fide administrative or professiow capacity in the
proper sense of the terms, whe~as only ' in the most · exceptional
mstances could a bookkeeyer be pro{>6rly described as .employed in an
administrative or professIOnal capaCIty.
'
$200 A MONTH RECOMMENDED

necessary. to r:epeat here wha~ has b~ ~d i? section IV
the undesIrability of salary dIfferentIalS for different areas
or industrIes. There must be a single reasonable salary test for "administrative," and the best indicatIOn of ,the approprIate 'amount is
probably to be derived from the findings of the Personnel Classification Board referred to before. This would' imply an annual salary
of about $2 'TOO. However, as will be seen in section VTII, if the same
basis is .us;! the salary test for ''professional'' WQuld be ~laced at about
$2t550. Inasmuch as the two de1initions necessarily overlap, it is desirable to set the same requirement for b~th groups. Furthermore l .these
fi~res are averages, and the act applIes t.o low-wag~ areas and mdustrIes as well as to high-wage groups. Caution therefore dictates the
adoption of a figure that is somewhat lower, though of the same general magnitude. Accordingly $2,400 per annum or ~OO per month
is recommended as the salary qualification for "administrative."111
The same figure, although independently arrived at, will also be
recommended for professional.

It is ~ot
concernm~

PAY PERIODS

The same general qualifications set forth in relation to the term
"executive" apply with reference to the appropriate pay period for
"administrative" employees. Clearly the week is the shortest pay
•• Ibid.. table ••
uolbld.
This figure 18 amply Bupported by other evidence cited above.

U1
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:period which can be appropriate for a salaried employee .employed
ill a supposedly important capacity. In most American industries
it would probably be proper to require that pay pe on a monthly
rather than on a weekly basis, since in many businesses the weekly
pay roll is characteristically the pay roll for the production, maintenance, and clerical workers, while the monthly pay roll is characteristically the pay roll for the company officials, executives, and
administrative employees. However, there are a. few industries, of
,vhich the most notable is the moving picture industryl in which even
the most important executive and administrative emp oyees are paid
on a weekly basis. It would be discriminatory, therefore, to require
that payment be on a monthly basis. However, when the pay period
is weekly, the employment agreements should 'provide that the
monthly earnings will at no time fall below $200. In default of such
an arrangement, a weekly salary of not less than $50 should be taken
as meeting the requirement, for that is the lowest weekly salary that
will insure the payment of $200 in each month of the year.
FEE PAYMENTS

It is alsorecomm~nded that provision .be specifically included for
persons paid the equivalent of $200 per month on a fee basis; Many
administrative employees, pa.rtiQularly those in the advisory consultant group, are paid·by the job rather than by the time-unit. This
is entirely consistent. with the status implied by the . term "administrative)' The requirement is met if the employee's fee for the time
spent on the job represents the ~uivalent of $2OO 'a month-i. 8., if it
amounts to $50 for a. .week's work.

Section VIII. PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES
RECOMMENDED DEFINmON
Section 541.3. Professional.

The term "employee employed in a bona fide * * * professional * • * capacity" m section 13 (a) (1) of the act shall mean
any employee who is(A) Engaged in work(1) Predominantly intellectual and varied in character as opposed to routine
mental, manual, mechanical, or physical work, and
(2) Requiring the conslStent exercise·of discretion and judgment in its performance, and
(3) Of such a character that the output produced or the result accomplished
cannot be standardized in relation to a given period of time, and
(4) Whose hours of work of the same nature as that performed by nonexempt
employees do not exceed 20 percent of the hours worked in the workweek by the
nonexempt employees; provided that where such nonprofessional work is an
essential part of and necessarlly incident to work of a professional nature, such
essential and incldental work shall not be counted as nonexempt work, and
(5) (a) Requiring knowledge of an advanced type in a 1I.eld of sclence or learning customarily acquired by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction and study as distinguished from a general academic education and from an
apprenticeship, and from training in the performance of routine mental, manual,
or physical proCesses; or
(b) PredOminantly original and creative in character in a recogulzed field of
artistIc endeavor as opposed to work whIch can be produced by a person endowed
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with general manual or intellectual ability and ·training,. and the reSult of which
depends primarilY on the invention, imagination, or talent of the employee, and
(B) Who is compensated for his services on a salary or fee basis at a rate of
not less than $200 per month (exclusive of board, lodging, or other facilities) ;
provided that this subsection (B) shall not apply in the case of an employee who
is the holder of a valid license or certificate permitting the practice of law or
medicine, or any of their branches, and who is actually engaged in the practice
thereof.

GENERAL PROBLEM

The preSent definition of the term "employee employed· in a bona.
fide * '" '" professional '" '" '" capacity" has been productive
of some confusion because the wording is not sufficiently clear to indicate in all cases the general type of employee to whom the definition
·should be aJ.>plicable. .It is clear, for example, that many employees
in the traditIOnal learned professions would be exempt, but is not clear
to what extent the definition is supposed to apply to employees in
the more modern professions, in the quasi professions and in artistic
callings. Many of the questions that have arisen concern persons who
are more aptly described as administrative employees.ll2 Inasmuch
as it is recommended that there be a separate definition for the term
"administrative," the criticism of the definition of "professional" loses
much of its force since many of the employees ih question will be
exempt under the proposed section 541.2 of the Regulations. There
still remains a large group of employees who, if they are to be exempt
at all~ would be exempt under the term '1>rofessionaI." This group
includes persons in the more recent professIOns, or in vocations which
are sometimes described as professional, or in artistic fields.
Common speech uses the term "professional" in a great variety of
way,s. It is sometimes used humorously so as to .a}?ply to ~very ~u
patlon that man undertakes. However, the AdmIiliStrator IS reqUIred
to delimit as well as define the term "Professional." He must, therefore, draw a line beyond which the term ''professional'' may not be
extended for the purpose of granting the exemption afforded by section
13 (a) (1) of the act. Thus, for exampl~ since the exemption is based
on the nature of the individual employee s emplD:yment, the definition
must not operate to exempt nonprofessional employees of a so-called
professional firm.
The question of the artistic professions is distinctive and is considered below, In regard to the professions based on learning or
knowle.;lge, a useful guIde is furnished by a recent decision of the New
York State Court of Appeals.uB The case involved the interpretation
of a section of the New York tax law which provides for the collection
of an unincorporated business tax but which exempts from the tax,
income derived from the practice of the professions of law, medicine,
dentistry, and architecture. It also exempts any business entity deriving more than 80 percent of its gross income from the 'personal services
rendered b1, the members of the entity ''in the practIce of any other
professions' in which capital is not a material income-producing factor.
In an opinion by Judge Lewis, in which the other members of the
..I These are partieularl1 the so-called advl801Y epeelaUllu neh .. · tax expertll, losuraoce expertll, wage rate lUlal,stl, illvestmeot coosultaots. estimators, aDd soCial aecurlt1
experts.
1•• People UI re'. 2'01Oer fit Ill. v. Btate T= CommCsdon, 282 N. Y. {()7, 26 N. E. (20d)

91111 (1940).
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Court of Appeals unanimously concurred, it was stated that, "We find
nothing in the record to prove that the service rendered by a custom
house broker requires knowledge of an advanced type in a given field
of science or learning gained by a prolonged course of speCIalized instruction and study. Such a requirement we regard as implicit in the
term 'professional' when given its ler,al application and it is read in its
context in the statute here involved. '
NEW PROFESSIONS

Although the problem raised under the New York statute is different
from the problem presented here, the same .general principles mny
apply. For even tp.ough the term "professlOnal" be no longer restrIcted to the traditional profe-ss~ons of law, medicine and theology,
the Administrator must" similarly limit its application so that it will
mclude (aside from the artistics calling) only those professions which
have a reco~ized status and which are based on the acquirement of
so-called professional knowledge through prolonged study. The field
of the professions is an expanding one and 20 years from no,v professions whose members will qualify will no doubt ·be found in occupations
not recognized as professions today. A pertinent example can be
found in the professlOn of accountancy. Twenty or 25 years ago it was
the normal practice for accounting firms to hIre young men with a
general academic education and to train them'lthrough what might be
described as an apprenticeship system. Today, witli the development
of uniform standards for the certificate of 0. P. A., it is no longer
practical for accounting firms to hire perso,ps with a more general
education. With few exceptions, it is now required that the entrants
into accounting firms be persons with a thorough training in the principles and practices of accountancy as given in some recognized
institution of learning.'U~
ARTISTIC PROFESSIONS

The definition in the present re~ations was designed to cover the
same group of professionals described by the New York Court of Appeals and the recommendations made for alteration of the first part of
the definition are primarily designed to make that fact clear. However, while there is no specific record of the matter available, it appears
that in drafting the present definition no thought was given to persons
employed in the artistic professions, such as acting or music, and during the past 18 months the Division has not made its position entirely
clear as to the applicability of the exemption to such workers. Since
the exemption in New York tax law would not involve workers of this
type, the opinion of the court is of no guidance in this respect. However, there would seem to be little doubt that the Administrator can
appropriately effect the exemption of persons in these occupations,
and provision should.be made therefor in the Re~ations. Smce the
test of the bona fide professional capacity of SUCh employment; is different in character from the test for persons in the learned professions,
it is necessary to set up an alternative definition in addItion to the
requirements common to both groups.
". The requirement of training Is stressed In a letter froin O. P. ElU. of the American

Inst~tute of ~ccountants, dated September 21, 1940, hearings branch docket No. 78.
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.As will be seen in further detail later, the e1l'ect of most of the
recommended changes in the definition of the term "profess~onal"
will be to exempt more employees than have heretofore been exempt.
In fact, the exemption is made broad enough to provide an opening
for abuse in its application. Furthermore, certain parts of the
definition must necessarily depend on matters which are determinable only by su~je~tive judgme~t.l1$ Therefore, in order to avoid
disputes, to assIst m the effectIve enforcement of the act and to
prevent abuse, it appears essential, as has been set forth above, to
mclude a salary test in the definition. An exception to this is proposed only in the case of the traditional :professions of law and
medicine, where possession of a State certIficate or license is regarded as an adequate equivalent of a salary test. It is believed
.that this is the only substantive change from the present Regulations regarding this term which imposes a more rigorous requi.rement. All the other changes merely clarify the existing definition or
widen its scope. The choice of $200 per month as the appropriate
amount for this test is discussed in detail later..
"PREDOMINANTLY ••• VARIED IN CHARACTER"

Some criticism was made of subsection (it) (l~ of the present
Regulations, which requires that the emvloyee be engaged in work
"predominantly intellectual and varied m charactt>.r as opposed to
routine mental, manual, mechanical, or physical work." It was
sugg~~, for ~xample, that a doctor JD.~g a series ~f ~edical
exarmp.atlOns mIght be held to be engaged m work which IS ·not
"varied in character." 116 Other criticisms were similar in nature
and merely varied in their choice of · illustrative examples. It is
not believed that this is a valid criticism. The problem is one of
reasonable interpretation of the present language. It is clear that
the word "varied" should apply to the type of thinking .which
must be performed by the employee in question. While a doctor
may make 20 physical examinations in the morning and J!6rform in
the course of his examinations essentially similar tests, It requires
not only judgment and discretion on his. part but a continual variety
in his interpretation of the tests to perform satisfactory work Likewise, although a chemist may make a series of similar tests, the
problems .presented will vary as will the deductions to be made
therefrom. The work of the true professional is inherenfu varied
even though similar outward actions may be performed. With this
understanding it is not believed that any formal change in this
part of the Regulations is necessary.

c

"TIME OF PERFORMANCE"

There was also criticism of subsection (2) of the present Regulalations which reads "requiring the consistent exercise of discretion
For example, the phrase ··tlle resUlt 01' whicll depend8 primarily on tile inventlon,
or talent of the employee" cannot be translated into an exact formula.
This was luggeBted by Noel Sargent. National Association of Manufacturers, who
a180 pointed out that under tlil8 interpretation of this phrase, a lawyer Who does DOthing
but prepare or review lea.aes would al80 be barred from the exemption, record June ~,
hearing, vol Ul, p. SSCi.
111

im~at1oD,
1
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and judgment...both as to the manner and time of .performance),., as
opposed to work subject to active direction and supervision." The
criticism was partly directed at the words "manner and time of performance." It was pointed out, for exa:qlple, that a doctor or a
lawyer or any other typical professional employee must frequently
keep perfectly regular office hours or hours in court and cannot perform his work at will.1l1 Similarly, much of his paI?er work must
be performed in a manner which conforms to the strIctest legal requirements. Actors and musicians are likewi~ strictly limited as
to the time of their performance and, in a sense, as to the manner
also. lIlnumerable other examples could be adduced. There seems
to be no doubt that this is a valid criticism, and it is recommended
that the phrase "manner and time of performance" be deleted.
"ACTIVE DIRECTION AND SUPERVISION"

There was also objection to the phrase, "as opposed to work subject
to active direction and supervision." This phrase has some meaning
with resJ>ect t.o certain professional occupations, although its exact
applicatIon in specific cases is not always easily ascertained. On the
other hand, it IS difficult to see how any actor for example, could
~ualify thereunder; and other recognized pnlfessional occupations
would be similarly affected. Under the circumstances it would appear
,
sensible to delete the phrase.

\

)

"DISCRETION AND JUDGMENT"

On the other hand proposals that would omit all reference to discretion ·and judgment must also be rejected. A prime characteristic
of professional work is the 'f act that the employee does apply his
special knowledge or talents with discretion and judgment. Purely
mechanical or routine work is not professional. It is, therefore, proposed that this basic requirement be retained and that the amended
subsection read as follows: "requiring the consistent exercise of
discretion and judgment."
"l'HE RESULT ACCOMPLISHED CANNOT BE STANDARDIZED"

The third subsection of the Regulations was not the object of much
criticism:ll8 It was generally agreed that the work should be "of such
a character that the output produced or the result accomp,lished cannot be standardized in relatIOn to a given period of time.' One wit11ess 1111 made the observation that although a lawyer, for example,
might be confined to l'e21llar office hours t he may within that time determine the actual numoer of hours reqUIred for satisfactory preparation or examination of each lease or document. It is believed that
the phrase "result 'accomplished" indicates that, to obtain a standard
in the sense of this requirement, the result itself must be of the kind
111 Statement of EltBha Banson, Amerlean Newspaper Publishers Assoelatlon, record
.Tul,'. 25-29, hearing, vol. II, p. 312.
1 This section wu retained In proposed .redeftnltions submitted by the following:
Council of National Wholesale Associations, Motion Picture I'roducers and Distributors
ot Ameriea, Mid ContiDent 011 " Ou AaoclAtlOD, NAtional A88oclatlon of Ornamental
Metal MaDilfactnre1'll, AIIIeriCIUI New_paper Publishers AIIsoclntloD, and Edison Electric
Institute.
... Noel Sargent, National A88ociation of Manufacturers, n!('ord .Tune 3-5, hearings,
voL III, p. 386.
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that can be standardized. Obviously the nature of the accomplishment of each biologist or architect or lawyer will differ, even though
other biologists or architects or. lawyers perform similar work at
times. It is equally apparent that the work produced by a sculptor or
a violinist is not subject to standardization. In the light of tliis fact
it does not appear that it can be said that the results can be standardized "in relation to a given period of time" since the results themselves
are' largely unstandard~zed.
"EDUCATIONAL TRAINING"

Most of the critici~m directed at the definition of "professional" was
directed at the fourth subsection t which reads "based upon educational
training in a srecially organized body of knowledge as distinguished
from a genera academic education and from an apprenticeship and
from traming- in the performance of routine mentaI,-manual, mechanical, or phYSIcal processes in accordance with a previously indicated
or standardized formula, plan or procedure." 120 Much of this criticism related to the effect of this subsection on members of the artistic
professions; a separate -subsection is recommended below that establishes an alternative requirement 'for such employees. On the other
hand, in relation to the learned. professions, one liuestion fre,q.uently
raised was whether or not this subsection means that the indIvidual·
himself must have received the educational training. Another <J.uestion raised was whether such training must be a standard j>rerequlSite
for the alleged profession or merely a common practice. Still another
question was raIsed concerning t~e meaning of the phrase "in a specially
organized body of know ledge." 121
It is proposed that language be substituted for this present phrase,
which Will provide an an,swer to these questions. The redraft reads
as follows: "requiring knowledge of an advanced t~ in a "field of
science or learning customarily acquired by a prolonged course of
specialized intellectual instruction and study, as- distiI!guished from
a genera.l academic education and from an apprenticesJ:np, and from
training in the performance of routine mental1 manual or physical
processes." The I>ropo.c;ed redraft makes use ot the language in the
Tower case cited above,u2 which in turn is an adaptation of language
found in thE; article on Professions by A. M. Carr Saunders and
P. A. Wilson in the Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences " 123 which
in tum citeS one of the definitions in the Oxford English bictionary.
An analy~is of the three definitions clearly brings out the essential
elements. The first element in the requirement is ~at th~ knowledge
be of an adv~nced type. Thus,. generally ~a.1ring, It must be
knowledge WhICh cannot be attamed at the hIgh-school level. Second, it must be knowledge in a field of science or learning. This
in itself is not entirely definitive but will serve to distinguish the
prof~ions from the mechanical arts where in some instances the
knowledge is of a fairly advanced type, but not in a field of science
or learning.
DO Thla ~ulrement WllS criticized extensively ))y Noel Sargent In supporting til" proposed redelblltlon o~ ','profe88ional" submitted by the National A.ssoclatlon of Manufac·
turers record June 3-1). hearing, vol. III pp. 887-390.
:ua. The National Aasoc:latlon of Manufacturers inserted "In a recognized professional,
IIc~entl1lc, or technical fteld" In its proposal In the place of "In a spelcally organized body
of knowledge."
'D Op. Cit" note 113.
UI Vol. III, p. 376.
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SPECIALIZED STUDY CUSTOMARY

The requisite knowledge, in the third place, must be customarily
acquired by a prolon~ed course of speClalized intellectual instruction and study. Here It should be noted that the word "customarily"
has been used to meet a specific problem occurring in many industries. .Ai; is well known, even in the classical professions of law,
there are still a few practitioners who have gained their knowledge
by home study and experience. Characteristically, the members of
the profession are graduates of law schools, but some few of their
fellow professionals whose statu.s is equal to theirs, whose attainments are the same, and whose work is the same did not enjoy that
opportunity. It would be unfair to bar such persons from the exemption. Accordin~ly, the proposed requirement is limited by the
word "customarily.' Thi$ implIes that in the vast majority of cases
the specific academic training is a prerequisite for entrance into the
profession. It makes the exemption available to the occasional lawyer who has not gone to law school, or the occasional chemist who
is not the posses.sor of a degree in chemistry, etc., but it does not
include the members of such quasiprofessions as journalism in which
the bulk of the employees have acquired their skill by experience
rather than by any formal specialized training.12& Of course, many
employee,s in these quasi professions would 'qualify for exemption'
under other sections of the proposed regulations or ·under the alternative subsection of the proposed "professiona.I" definition applicable
to the artistic fields.

)

ACADEMIC DEGREE GENERALLY REQUIRED

It does not appear necessary here to attempt to translate the word
"prolonged" into arithmetical terms. It is sufficient to indicate that
~enerally speaking the professions which meet this requirement will
Include la~, medicine, theology, acco~tancy, actuarial comJ?utation1
engineering; architecture, varIous types otphysical, ~hemlcal and
biological sciences, teaching, and so forth. The typical symbol of the
professional trairung and the best prima facie evidence of its possession is, of course, the appropriate academic degree and in these professions an advanced academic degree is a standard (if not absolutely
universal) prerequisite.
In a number of professions, a state certificate must customarily be
obtained before an mdividual may offer his services to the public for a
fee. These include among others law and medicine. Although it does
not appear that the possession or lack of such a certificate can properly be made a prerequisite for exemption under this section of the
.Regulations, it IS, however, recommended below that the salary test
be waived for those possessing such a certificate or license jn the traditional professions of law and medicine .
... Dean Kennetb E. Olsell, appearing for tbe .American Association of Schools and Departments of Journallsm, estimated that about 6.700 graduates of member scbools and
departments are DOW employed by newspapers, record July ::~29. hearing. yol. II. p. 193.
'1'hls number however, must be compared with tbe total Dumber of newspalH!r employees.
and ElIsba Han80nJ representing the American Newspaper Publlsbers' Association. quoting
tbe 1937 Cenlua 01 Manufacturers\. testified tbat 142.689 8alaried employees were engaged
ID tbe newspaper and periodical puollshlllg and printing fteld that year, record July 211-29,
bearing, Tol. II, P. 280.
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AMOUNT OF NONEXEMFr WORK ALLOWED

There was considerable questioning of the term "who does no substantial work of the same nature as that J?erfromed by nonexe~pt em·
ployees of the employer."'" These questions were somewhat dIfferent
in kind from the criticism aimed at the same phrase as it applies to
"executive" and "administrative" employees. Although there was
some desire to exempt employees who are partly professional and
partly engaged in obviously nonprofessional work, this was not wide
spread. There was also criticism of the llhrase on the grounds of
vagueness. For reasons explained in detail ill section VI in connection
with the definition of the term "executive," it is proposed that the 20
percent limitation be substituted for the "no substantial amount of
work" rule. The rule will be applied to professional employees in
the same manner as it is applied to executive employees and outside
salesmen in relation to computing the standard base, etc.
A special criticism of the "no substantial amount of work" clause
arose with reference to the type of professional emllloyee whose work
must necessarily involve some of the actual routme physical tasks
also pe~formed by .obvi.ously nonexemp~ ~~ployees.'1~ For ex.ample,
a chemist perfornung unportant and origmal expenments WIll frequently ·find it necessary to perform himself some of the most- menial
tasks in connection with the operation of his experiments, even-though
at times these menial tasks can be convenientl,Y or properly assigned
to laboratory assistants. This is a valid critiCism ~f the present Regulations because if strictly construed, they do not provide for the
pro{>er performance _of technically nonexempt work by the truly profesSIonal employee.
Accordingl~, it is ~commend~d that the requirement be moqified
by the followmg proVISO: "PrOVided that where such nonprofeSSIonal
work is an essential part of and necessarily incident to work of 8, _p rofessional nature such essential and incidental work shall not be counted
as nonexempt work." With this clarifying modification, it is believed
that the requirement is proper and appropriate. It may be-further
remarked that this same proviso will operate to preserve the exemption in the case of a senior chemist, for example who does work simUar
t9 that of a junior chemist who is paid less than $200 a month, provided
that the work is not clearly routine in nature.

c

ARTISTS, WRITERS, ETC.

Except by the most tortuous -construction, neither the present nor
the. proposed requ~rement of educational. train~g can be interp:e~ed
to mclude as qualIfied persons engaged ill artistIC fieldS of aCtIVity.
Nevertheless, the general qualifications and methods of work of the
bona fide artist make it reasonable to include such workers within the
definition of -"professional." Accordingly, an alternative requirement
has been drafted which is designed to permit exemption for employees
... None of the proposed redefinltions of "professlonal" submltted for conslderation
retalned thla requlrement, althoufh several requlred that the employee be "customarIly
and regularly el!gaged" In work 0 the l'4!qulred type.
DO Aleza.nder Maxwell, representing the Edlaon Electrlc Institute, In arguing for the
deletlon of thls requi.rement, stated that, "in mlU17 cales the exemptlon contemplated
II volded hy the tad that mallJ' profesllonaI men, in practlclng thelr chosen work, actually
do asslst their subordinates and thus mtcht be eon8ldered u performlng a 8ubstantlal
amount of work of nonexempt employees." All an e:rample he elted the lnstance of a
professlonal electrical engineer who may lpend a portion or all of a day aaslsting hls
suhordlnates in order to obtaln satlsfactory results from a technical appllcatlon, record
July 25-29. hearing, vol. III, p. 390.
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in these fields. The requirements therein concerning the character 0f

)

their work are threefold. First" it is required that the work be "in
a recognized field of artistic endeavor." This includes such fields as
music, writing, the theatre, and the plastic and graphic arts. Under
the second requirement the work must Qe "predominantly original and
creative in character, as opposed to work which can be produced by /l.
person endowed with general manual or intellectual ability and training." . In the field of music there should be little difficulty in ascertaming the application of this requirement. Musicians, composers,
conductors, soloists, all are engaged in original and creative work
within the sense of this definition. In the plastic and graphic arts the
requirement is, generally speaking, met by. painters who at most are
given the subject matter of their painting. It is similarly met by
cartoonists who are merely told the title or underlying concept of a
cartoon and then must rely on their own creative powers to express
the concept. It would not normally be met by a person who is employed as a copyist or as an "animator" of moving picture cartoons,
or as a retoucher of photographs 121 since it is not believed that such
,york is properly described as creative in character.
In the field of writing the distinction is perhaps more difficult to
draw at least in the abstract. Obviously- tlie requirement is met by
essayists or novelists or scenario writers who choose their own subjects
and hand in a finished piece of work to their"employers (the majority
of such persons are, of course, not employees but self-employed) . The
requirement would also be met, generally speaking, by Ilersons holding
the more responsible an.d better-paid positIons in the editorial departments of newspapers or in advertising agencies. The fulfillment of
this and the two other related qualifications in occupations of this typE!
is largely a matter of degree, and the degree is usually best evidenced
by the salary received. For this reason, the proposed salary requirement will tend in itself to preclude from the exemption newspaper
workers whose work is, in general, not "original and creative in character," etc. It should also be remembered thitt certain editorial department employees such as city-.editors and managip,g editors, for example,
are normally exempt under the proposed definition of the term
"executive."
The third requirement is that the employee be engaged in work "the
result of which depends primarily on the invention, imagination, or
talent of the emJ?loyee." No discussion is necessary to explain that
this requirement IS easily met by a person employed as an actor, or a
singer, or a violinist, or a short story writer. In the case of newspaper employees the distinction here is similar to the distinction observed above in connection with the work's being "original and creative
in character." 128 Obviously the majority of reporters do work which
depends primarily on intelligence, diligence, and accuracy. It is the
minority whose work depends primarily on "invention, Imagination,
or talent." On the other hand, this requirement will normally be met
by actors, musicians, painters, and other artists.
m Frederick A. FiBhel r4tl)resenting the PhotographerB' Association of America and
the Chicago PhotOgraphic GuUd, Bpecifically opposed the exemption of retoucherB, en·
cop,. men, and "artists" doing color work on negatives and prints. Mr. Fishel
conten(1ed that the only profesBional in the lIeld of photography 18 the camera man, record
J"ul:v 25-29, hearing, vol. IV. pp. IiS1-2.
,. A pbrase BlmUar to thlB was incorporated in the dellnltlon propoBed by the Motion
Picture Producers and DIBtrlbutors of America. Inc.

largerB~
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EFFECT OF SALARY TEST

One final requirement to be discussed which applies to both the
newer learned and the artistic profession hut not to law and medicine,
is the requirement that the employee be paid at not. less than $200
per month. The same basic reasons which make the use of a salary
test desirable in connection with the definition of "executive" and
"administrative" are applicable here. The salary paid the employee
is the best single test of the employer's good faith in characterizing the
employment as of a professional nature. Further, the salary test is
of major importance in retaining the benefits of the act for a group
of employees whose hours of work are frequently long, whose hourly
rate of pay has.frequeJ!.tly been low, and who frequently have enjoyed
no compensatory advantages ' in the form of security of tenure and .
vacations with pay that are more common among executive and administrative employees, even those whose weekly stipend is not great. 129
At least some of these reasons fQr applying a salary test appear to
have been recognized by employers who proposed such a test for
"professional."uo Similarly of 165 N. R. A. codes, all adopted by
the industries themselves, carrying an exemption for professional
employees, 141 included a salary test.

"
NO SALARY TEST FOR THE TRADmONAL PROFESSIONS
The -three traditional professions of law, medicine,1l.nd theology Ul
occupy a.distinctive position in. the United States as well as elsewhere.
Members of these J?rofessions acquire a SJ.l6Cial status and are recognized as quasipublic officials. Indeed until recently only the members
of these professions would have been considered as persons employed
~'in a bona fide professional capacity." This was recognized by the
United States Supreme Court when it remarked in the Law8 case 182
that "formerly theology, law, and medicine were specifically known
as the professIOns; but as the application of science and learning are
extended to other departments of a1l'airs, other vocations also receive
the name." Although this indicates that a reasonable definition of
"professional" must extend beyond the traditional professions, it also
indicates that some special con,sideration for members of these professions is reasonaple. This special consideration is, of course, applicable only to those who have actually acquired the special status
referred ~in other words, to those who have received a State license
or certificate to practice law or medicine. The action. of the appropriate State authority in issuing the certificate or. license may be taken
as an adequate substitute for the salary test in the case of the
professions of law and medicine.

·c

,.. Morris ZeltllD. appearing on behalf of the International Federation of Architects,
Engineers. Chemists. and Technicians, testlfted that technlcal·professlonal employees,
whose salaries average about $1,800 a year, enjoy no more security of tenure than other
production employees.
'*' A salar,. test for "professional" was proposed by the Mld-Contlnent 011 and Gas
AssociatiOn, Oklahoma Stripper Well Association, Photographers' Association of America,
and Automatic Electric Co. The propriety of such a proposal was agreed to by other
emDloyer representatives.
Jit As the practice of the profession of theology 1. J)resumabIy of only academie Interest
80 tar &8 the applleatlon of the Fair Labor Standarda Act Is concerned. mention ot It Is
omitted In the propoeecl regulatinns.
.
- U. B. T. LGuJ•• 163 U. S. 258 (1898).
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PROFESSIONAL SALARIES IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

There is not much useful available data on the incidence of various salary levels on employees in the learned and artistic professions, particularly because so many members of the professions are
self-employed. As with "administrative," a practical and effective
guide can be derived from the studies made by the Personnel Classication Board and the practice of the Government itself.
$200 A MONTH RECOMMENDED

)

The classification system of the Federal Government includes one
service described as "professional" and another as "subprofessional";
the symbols commonly used are P and SP. These services embrace
all the fields of learnIng and the arts. It is reasonable to conclude
that the distinction between the professional and the subprofessional
service is basically the same distmction as that implied in the phrase
"bona fide professional capacity." The service grades run from
SP 1-8 and P 1-8, but the siilaries paid P-l overlap the salaries paid
SP-6. Thus the salary range from the lowest P-1 to the highest
SP-8 will be one in which is found the transition from subprofessional to "bona fide" . professional.183 At the time the Personnel
Classification Board made its survey, P-1 paid from $2~000 to $2,500,
the average being $2,250. For comparable nongovernment positions
the avera~ pay was found to be about $2,100. SP-B paid at that
time from $2,600 to $3,100. The average is $2,850. The comparable
nongovernment avera~e was about $3,100.
Thus the approprIate fi~ret based on these averages, for the
dividing line between subprofessIOnal and professional is about $2,550
or $2,600.l.8' But, as in the case of "admmistrative" as discussed in
section VIII, it is wise to set a figure somewhat lower than the
average and particularly, since the two terms overlap to some extent,
to set the same figure for ''professional'' as for "administrative."
It is therefore recommended that the requirement be $200 per month.
FEE PAYMENTS

Similarlyz it is recommended in the case of professional as well as
administratIve employees that the $200 a month be on a salary or fee
basis. It is obvious that in this field fee payments are common, and
payment on a fee basis is entirely consistent with professional status,
even though .the fees may be earned at irregular intervals, sometimes
frequently, sometimes far apart. To permIt payment to be on either
a salary or fee basis, therefore, seems entirely reasonable.
In determining compliance with the $200 a month requirement, an
agr~ment whereby an employee is guaranteed not less than $200 for
eaCh month of employment will be clearly satisfacto~. In doubtful
cases, however, compliance is assured if the employee s compensation
for the time spent on a job is not less than $50 for a week's work.
- Personnel ClaBBification Board. op. cit .• note 106 p. 182.
1M Ibid.. pp. 114-18. 120-2.
It should be noted that tbe maximum salary for each
grade haa tieen 1nc~ed Rince the PersoDnel Cla8slfication Board made Its< tlnal report.
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Section IX. OUTSIDE SALESMAN
RECOMMENDED DEFINITION
Section 541.5. Outside Salesmen.

The term "employee employed * * * in the capacity of outside
salesman" in section 13(a) (1) of the act shall mean any employee-

(A) Who is employed for the purpose of and who is customarily and regularly
engaged away from his employer's place or places of business in(1) Making sales within the meaning of section 3 (k) of the act; qr
(2) Obtaining orders or contracts for the use of facilities for which a considera·
tion will be paid by the client or customer, and
(B) Whose hours of work of the same nature as that performed by nonexempt
employees do not exceed 20 percent of the number of hours worked in the workweek by sucJi nonexempt employees; provided that work performed incidental to
and in conjunction with the employee's own outside sales or solicitations, including incidental deliveries and COllections, shall not be regarded as nonexemp~ work.

MU&T MAKE OUTSIDE SALES

Questions have been raised concerning each of the requirements in
section 541.4 of the present regulations defining the term "outside
salesman." There has been little criticism but much inquiry concerning the first requirement, that the employee be one "who customarily
ana regularly perform!;i his work away from his employer's place or
places of business." This re:}uirement is based on 'the obvious connotation of the word "outside' in the term "outside salesman." In a
few instances the suggestion has been made that "eutside salesman"
should beeonstrued to include inside salesm,en,18G but such a definition wO\lld obviously lie beyond the scope of the Administrator's
authority, even if it were desirable. 13s However, the question remains
as to the extent to which the employee must perform his ·work otWay
from his employer's place or places of business. There appears to'be
one simple and practical way of settling this problem. Inside sales
and other inside work (except such I,\S is directly in conjunction witll
and incidental to outside sales and solicitations, as explained below)
is ipso facto work of the same nature as that performed by nonexempt
employees, as for example, inside salesman. Accordingly it is recommended that such inside work should merely be counted as nonexempt
work and exemption determined in accordance with. section 541.5 (B)
of the proposed regulations.
"AWAY FROM HIS EMPLOYER'S PLACE OR PLACES OF BUSINESS"

Some question has been r.aised about the correct interpretation of
the :phrase "away from his employer's place or places of business,"
partIcularly in connection with persons soliciting sales or contracts
by telephone, who use an office rented by themselves (rather than
dIrectly by their employer) or who use their own homes as their offiees. Although the application of the definition in such instances
may appear ambiguous on superficial inspection, it can be definitely
decided by reference to the significance of the exemption. Character... For example, .1. Wfillam Rosenbluth, representing the Downtown ' Dry Goods .Jobbers
Assoclatlo~ Inc., proposed that the term be so deftned as to exempt salesmen who work
at the firm 8 .mea, but who customarily engage 1D making sales to CUlltomere with whom
the salesman has developed his own trade or fol1owlDg, record April 10-16, hearing,
vol. V, p. '134.
... Inslde aalesmen, like a number of other types of employees who do not quality tor
exemption as outside salesmen under the present or the proposed deftnltion. may In some
Instances quaUfy aa administrative employees under the proposed definition ot that term,
particularly IlJIder the alternative provided In subsection B (3).
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istically the outside salesman is one who makes his sales at his customer's place of business. This is the reverse of sales made by mail
or telephone (except where the telephone is used merely as an adjunct
to personal calls). Thus any' fixed site, whether home or office, used
by the salesman as a headquarters or for telephonic solicitation or
sales must be construed as one of his employer's places of business,
even though the employer is not in any formal sense the owner or
tenant of the property. . It should not be inferred for the foregoing
that an outside salesman loses his exemption by displaying his samples
in hotel sample rooms as he travels from city to city; these sample
rooms should not be considered as his employer's places of business.
WHAT ARE SALES?

)

/

Several problems have arisen concerning the interpretation of the
phrase in the present regulations which reads "who is customarily
and regularly engaged in making sales as defined in section 3 (k) of
the act." 181 Generilly speaking, the Division has interv.reted section
3 (k) of the act to include the transfer of title to tangible property,
and In certain cases, of tangible and valuable evidences of intangible
proJ>erty. Th us the sale of goods such as automobiles, coffee, shoes,
and cigars has been construed as a sale withiIr the mean!ng of section
3 (k). The Division has also included the sale of stocks and bonds
and the sale of insurance because stocks, bonds, and insurance policies, although not always negotiablez have an inherent value in themselves. Their loss can be the occasIon of either great inconvenience
or permanent loss to the owner. It is not believed that any modification of this section is needed to cover such instances.
Aside from the forego~ the Division has e~ressed the opinion
that the word "sales" as d
ed in section 3 (k) does not cover Certain
activities which are popularly described as sales. Particular reference is made to the selling of time on the radio, the solicitation of
advertising for newspapers and other periodicals and the solicitation
of freight for railroads and other transportation agencies. All these
activities are commonly known as sales and may even be sales legally
under sClnle statutes and for certain purposes.1lI8 Furthermore, in a
practical sense, these people are salesmen in that .their activities are of
the same nature as those of persons making sales within the meaning of
section 3 (k). Accordingly, it is deemed desirable to add a further
clause which will specifically include within the exemption persons
engaged in selling activities of this type. The proposed clause reads'
as follows: "soliCiting orders or contracts for the use of facilities for
which a consideration ~ill be paid by the client or customer."
OUTSIDE BUYERS AND OrnER OUTSIDE WORKERS NOT EXEMPT AS
OUTSIDE SALESMEN

In extending the scope of the term "outside salesman" to include
such employees as radio time, adv~rtising, and freight solicitors, it is
131 The ttlrm "sale" 18 defined In sectIon 8 (k) as tollows: .. 'Sale' or 'sell' Includes anl'
I18.le, eJtchange, contract to sell, consignment tor sale, shipment tor sale, or other disposition,"
.. Joseph L. Mmer, representing the National AssociatIon ot Broadcasters, olrered In
rtdence part of a report of the Federal Communications CommiSSion to show that that
_Jency regards tbose who sell radio time &8 "outside salesmen," record Jull' 25--29, hen ring,
vol I, p. 109,

/'".-
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not intended to include persons who in a very loose sense are sometimes
described as selling "service."
There have been frequent rei:luests for the inclusIOn within the
exemption of outside buyers, both of a general type 188 and the special
type employed by renderers. 1fO It has been alleged that these persons .
are engaged in selling their employer's "service" to the person from
whom they obtain their goods. While occasionally the phrase "sell.
ing service" is used in thIS sense in common speech} it is obvious that
the relationship here is the reverse of that of sa esman~ustomer.
Congress might have included an exemption for outside buyers in
the act, if it had so desired, but it would clearly be a violation of
the Administrator's power of definition and delimitation to include
within an outside salesman exemption the exemption of the salesman's opposite and counterpart, the outside buyer. Similarly, requests to include as outside salesmen such employees as service men,
installation men, delivery men, and collectors must be denied as lying
outside the scope of the Administrator's authority.
PROMOTION AND MISSIONARY MEN

A further group ofpersollS for whom exemptions has been asked
and who are admittedly not outside salesmen, in that they do not
make actual sales, are sales promotion men and .JD.issionary men.U1
These persons are enga~ed in paving the way for salesmen assisting
retailers, and establishmg sales displays! and so forth. Frequently
the sales promotion man .deals with retailers who' are not customers
of his own employer but of his employer's customer, the jobber. Incidental sales made by the sales promotion man under these circumstances are normally credited to the jobber. Where the retailers are
actually customers of the employer, the promot~on man's incidental
sales are no~ally credited to the outside salesman who covers the
territory. It should be noted that frequently the promotion man is
primarily interested in sales by the retauer, not to the retailer. . T.hus,
masmuch as the promotion man's earnings are normally not directly
related to his working time, as is customarily the case with outside
salesmen, it is doubtful that the nature of his work requires or justifies an exemption from the provisions of the act. In any event it is
clear that it would be an unwarrantable extension of the Administrator's authority to describe as a salesman anyone who does not in
some sense make a sale. Sales promotion and missionary men are
". The exemption of "assistant buyers" of general merchandise was requested b1 Cbas.
E. Wyzanskl and DaVid R. Craig of the American Retail Federation, record April 10-16,
hearing, vol. I, pp. 109 and 111. A detailed description of the duties and responsibilities
of such "assistant buyers" was given by H. C. Hangen and R. B. Fox of J. C. Peuney
Co., to support the proposed exemptlo~... record AprU 10-16, hearing, vol. I, pp. 113-143.
Normally, these assistant buyers, if wey meet the salar.y requirement, would qualify
for exemption under the proposed de1lnltion of "administrative."
... The exemption of buyers of fats, bones, auets, bides, skins, etc., was requested by the
following: F. B. WIs!!. Inedible Fats Producers' A.ssoclatlon, record April 10-16, hearing,
vol. II, p. 378' B. J. McWaters, Association of American Producers of Domestic Fats,
record June a:.!i, hearing, vol. I~ p. 217; and Carlos Alling, Darling & Co .• record July
25-29, hearing, vol. II, p. 246. it was admitted by all three Of these wltnesBes, however,
that the Administrator's authority to so deAne "outside salesmen" as to exempt .outslde
buyers Is questionable and an alternative proposal to exempt them as "admllilstrative"
or "executive" empl01ees was made In each instance.
loll Redefinitions of the term "outside salesmen" so phrased as to exempt em'ployPes
engaged In Bales promotion actiVities were submitted by the following: Shell 011 Co ..
National Association of Manufacturers, Insulation Board Institute, A.merlcan Newspaper
Publishers .~ssoclation, and Edison Electric Institute.
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persons who normally make no sales at all and who are not employed
for the purpose of making sales. 142
HOW MUCH NONEXEMPT WORK WILL BE ALLOWED

)

As is the case with the other sections of part 541 of the regulations,
there has been criticism of the clause "who does no substantial amount
of work of the same nature as that performed by nonexempt employees
of the employer." This particular clause as used in the definition of
outside salesmen is crucial in determining the inclusion or exclusion
of ~he group of employees known generally a~ "?-,oute salesme~" or
"drIver salesmen." Inasmuch as thIS problem IS mterrelated WIth a
further requirement in the present definition that excludes many such
employees from exemption,148 it will be considered later in that
connection.
This phrase has also been criticized as uncertain. For reasons set
forth in detail in the discussion concerninfi the definition of the term
"executive," it appears desirable to define 'no substantial" in numerical terms as "not more than 20 percent." However, there are certain
additional problems peculiar to outside salesmen concerning the nature
of nonexempt work and the time ba!>"8 to be used. In the first place,
it is a widespread practice for outside salesmen to spend part of their
working time in the office. The city salesman 'hequently reports at
the office in the morning and again in the afternoon and engages therein
in such clerical work as is necessary to complete the records of or
correspondence concerning the sales he has made or is about to make.144
. In the case of a salesman who does not work within the city these
visits to his employer's place of business occur at less frequent intervals.
In that event, he may require .several days at t.he office to catch up with
the backlog of work all of it connected with his outside sales, prospective or completed. Furthermore for city salesmen a weekly sales
conference, frequently held on Satu~d.ay morning, is exceedingly common.14S In the case of salesmen whose routes are more extensive, the
conferences may be held monthly, <.Iuarterly, or semiannually. In any
event such conferences can be conSIdered a normal part of the outside
salesman's job. Also 'since the clerical work performed in checking
sales made outside the office and attendance at sales conferences are
a recognized part of the duties of outside salesmen it appears improper
to count such work as nonexempt work,
.
TRAVEL TIME

A question has also been raised about traveling time, both for salesmen who make no deliveries and for route salesmen,lH The amount of
142 It should be noted that the making of an occaSional or incidental sale by a sales
promotion employee would not meet the requirement that the employee "be employed
for the purpose of and • • • customarlly and regularly engaged • • • In makin1f.asales • • • or sollclting orders or contracts."
This Is the requirement that "for the purposes of this deftnltlon, recurrent routine
dellverles, whether or not ~rlor orders are placed by the purchasers, and collections,
shall not be con81dered sales. '
14'As regards driver or distributor salesmen, J. S. Rice of the Dr. Pepper Co. estimated
that route salesmen employed by his company spent on an average of only 30 minute.
a day at tile plant or olllce, record Aprll 1~16, hearing, vol. V, p. 726, 727. John J.
Wolt' Jr'.l of Kraft Cheese Co., stated that Its distributor salesmen spend Itn averace
l 80 minutes a day at the warehouse, record April IG-16, hearing, vol. IV, p. 1101 .
of onlY
... For example, llIchard M. Keck of the Kraft Cheese Co. stated that its Ralesmen
cenerally work on their routes 5 days a week and attend a sales meeting on Saturday
mornings, record April 10-16, hearing, vol. IV, p .•9• .
1<. It was testified that Kraft Cheese distributor aalesmen spend an average of 24%
percent of their time operating the motor vehicle. Ihld., p. 477. R. I,. l~ruchtermnn of
Standard Brands, Inc., stated that Its route salesmen spend 18 to 20 percent of their
time In driving, record April IG-16, bearing, vol. V, p. 6::;4.
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·time spent in travel as contrasted with the amount of time spent in
actual selling is primarily determined by the nature of the goods
being sold and by the density of population. In sparsely settled regions
the salesman, whatever the commodity he sells, may spend more time
on the road in travel, whether by car truck or train, than he does
in his customers' places of business. The reverse may well be true if
he is a salesman in a large city .141 It would therefore appear unjustifiable to establish any requirements as to the proportion of time' to be
spent 'by the salesman in making sales as contrasted with the proportion
of time he spends in travel.148
.
To sum up, it appears proper to consider as part of outside sales, all
time s]?ent by the outside salesman.in work performed incidental to and
in conJunction with his outside sales. Thus an employee who is regularly employed as an outside salesman remains an outside salesman
even when he attends a sales conferenCe for an entire week. Similarly
a route salesman who s]?ends 60 percent of his time driving his truck
and only 40 percent of his time in the stores of his customers is likewise
e~gaged B:S an outside salesm~ provided that his ~ru~k-driviIig activitI~S are ~ectly concerned ":Ith the sales and qehv:enes he makes and
WIth nothing else. In such instances the question IS not one as to the
percentage of time spent in customers' stores as contrasted with the
percentage spent in driving the truck; it is whether or not he meets
the further requirement, that he be "employed~ for the purrose
of * * * and is customarily and' re~arly engaged ~ *
*
making sales * * * or obtaining orCIers or contracts."
TRAINING OrnER SALESMEN

Nonexempt work, ~ccordingly, is that work which is not directly
connected with the -outside sales made by the employee. It includes
outside activities like meter-reading, which. are not part of the sales
process. Inside sales and all. work incidental thereto are also nonexempt work. So is clerical or warehouse work which is 'n ot related to
the employee's own sales. Similarly, the training of other salesmen
is nonexempt work with the. one exception. In some concerns it is the
custom for the salesman to be accompanied. by the trainee while actually making sales. 141 Under such circumstances it appears that normally the trainer salesman and' the trainee make the various sales
jointly, and both normally receive a commission thereoIL In such instances, since both are engaged in making sales, the work of both should
be considered exempt work. However, the work of a helper who

c

lA' Frank P. Will of the Consolidated Cigar Corporation and G. H , P. Cigar Co. stated
that In eastern metropolitan areas their 8Illesmen average 4.0 calls a da;r, whlle In Minnesota, Michigan, or some New Eneland areas the number of calls a da;r may be as few
IU 10.
This ls a result ot the larger terrJtor;r salesmen In the latter areas must cover,
record June ~, hearing, vol. I, p. 80.
.
... The recent decision of diviSion G of the Interstate Commerce Comml8slon Ex. Parte
No. MC-3, In which exemption for driver 8Illesmen Is related to driving time, 18 of course
not relevant here. The comm18l10n Is Interested In the driver salesman qua driver. the
Walte and Hour Division 18 Interested In him (for purposes of exemption) qua salesman.
1A1I For example, It was testified b;r J. 8. RIce that Dr. Pepper driver-salesmen work for
several weeks on trucks with experienced men before they are given the responslbUlty
of sel11ng, record Aprll 10-16, hearing, vol. V, p. 723. Llkew18e, It was test1ll.ed that
Kraft Cheese dl8tr1hutor aalesmen tra1iiees are given practical experience by calling upon
retall customers of the emplo;rer In the compan;r of experienced salesmen, record Aprll
10-16, hear1ng, vol. IV, Po 472.
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merely assists the salesman in transporting goods or sampl<>s and who
is not directly concerned with effectuatmg the sale is nonexempt
work. 110
TWENTY PERCENT

It is obvious that when an outside salesman performs certain types
nonexempt. work he ~y on occasion be the only perspn e~I!loyed by
hIS employer m performmg such nonexempt work. Smoo It IS recommended that the percentage of time allowed for such nonexE'mpt work
be based on the work-week of nonexempt emp,loyees, as is explained
above in connecti~n with the term "executive, ' thelroviso is written
herein as "20 percent of the number of hours worke in the workweek
by such nonexempt employees." Whenever the outside salesman is
performing work which is likewise performed by other employees of
his employer the standard to be adopted is of, course the workweek of
those employees. When, however, he is the only employee of his employer who performs such work, the customary' working hours of
employees of other employers who perform similar 'nonexempt work
may be taken as the stAndard. For example, if the outside salesman
spends a certain amount of time each week ,in the occupation of bookkeeper and he is the only bookkeeper employed by his employer, the
standard may be the customary hours of work of bookkeepers in
similar establishments where full time bookkeepers' are employed. In
all doubtful cases, for the purpose of simplicity and in default of evidence, to the contrary, the standard may be ta'ken as 40 hours a week
and the amount of nonexempt work allowed, therefore, will be 8 hours
per week.
o~

)

DRIVER SALESMEN

There has been considerable controversy concerning the following
sentence in the present re~ations : "For the purpose of this definition,
recurxent routine deliverIes" whether or not prior orders are placed by
the purchasers, and collections, shall not be considered sales." 111
This proviso was designed to and effectively has excluded from the exemptIon many of the large group of emplolees known generally as
"route salesmen," "distributor salesmen/' or driver salesmen." Such
employees are commonly employed by distributors of carbonated bevera.~ and beer, cigars, and numerous dairy and other food products.
Some employees occasionally described as outside salesmen, merely
aeliver orders in an amount exactly or approximately prearranged
110 It was proposed by the IDdlana Manufacturers' ABBoclatlOD that the term "outside
salesman" should include "aD1 asalstants that work with him lD completiug the sales,
trausaction, lDatallatlon, or further serVlclDg1 recurrent deliveries, and collections in
respect to the selliug traD8actloDs." It Is obnoU8 that the term "outside, salesman" was
not lDteDded to cover dellver1meD, serviCemen, or those who lDstall the goods Bold b1
the salesman, and a deftultion so framed as to exempt such empl01es would exteDd the
exemption far beyond the limits luteDded by Cougress.
1II1 Thla sentence la eliminated lD proposed redetlnitlon8 of "outside salesman" submitted
by the followiug: Shell Oll Co., CouDcll of Natioual Wholesale ABBoclatlous, Associated
Grocery MaDufacturers of America, Inc.~ Illlnois Manufacturers AB8oclati0!l.. United States
Wholesale Grocery Association, wc., IuulaDa Mauufacturers' AssociatioD, .l'l.atioDal Associ·
atioD of Manufacturers, ID8ulation Board Iustltute, Cigar Manufacturers Association of
Americ~ we., and AmericaD Newspaper Publishers' AssociatioD.
An additloual phrase
deslgnea to matre the exemption of drlver salesmen certalD was added b1 the Asaoclated
Grocery Manufacturers of America, IDe., the IUluola Manufacturers' A880ClatiOD, and
the Cigar Manufacturers Association of America IDc.
The senteuce was retaiued. lu proposed redefinitions submitted by the Edison Electric
IuaUtute and the NaUonal AIIOClatioD of Ornamental Ketal HaDufacturerl.
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by custom 0+ contractual arrangement and frequently make collections for the goods they deliver. Such employees are clearly not salesmen. H2 More commonly, and correctly, the term "driver salesmen"
is applied to another group of employees, the amount of whose deliveries is not prearranged by custom or contract. The driver salesman
of this type drives a truck, frequently a small panel-body truck, in
which he carries an assortment of the articles he sells. m He calls
on the same customers at frequent and regular intervals. He confers with the customer, replenishes the customer's stock of goods and
if he is introducing new varieties or new lines, endeavors to persuade
the customer to buy some of the new products. He removes the empty
bottles, cases, and other containers if these are to be returned to his
employer and delivers the articles sold to the customer. In some cases,
as with cigars, if the order is large, it is customarily shipped on instructions from the salesman i if the order is small it IS delivered
immediatel;y by the salesman. .
This method of combining deliveries and sales is comparatively
modern and is characteristically used where ~e proaucts are small
or varied. It is also used where it is necessary to replenish the stock
at extremely frequent intervals, such as daily or three or four times
a weekY" Generally speaking, the persons who perform these jobs
are both salesmen and truck drivers. . In some instances it is easy to
see that they are primarily salesmen. In other'instances it would
appear that manual strength is an important factor. It can be seen
that the Administrator hits the authority either to include most or
all of these persons within or exclude them from the exemption.
Either decision would fall within the scope of his authority. When
the regulations were originally drafted it 'appeared desirable on the
evidence then at hand to exclude from the exemption t;ypical driver
salesmen, i. e., those who make recurrent rout41e deliveries.
However, the evidence presented at the hearings indicated that to a
large extent these persons are in fact employed as salesmen i they are
given sales trainingi1l6 they frequently attend regular sales confer• .
ences i1l8 in most instances they are paId either on a commission or a
commission-plus-sal8.!"Y basis.l81 Furthermore a great many of them
are members of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters Chauf~
feurs, Stablemen, and Helpers which requested that they be classed as
outside salesmen, at least on the basis of the information presently
... In general, for example, newsboys and milk wagon drivers are not true salesmen
although many of them may be exempt under the definition of "local retalUng capacity."
111 An exampl& Is the Kratt Cheese Co. distributor salesmen who sell and deliver 200
or more Items whlcb are carrled In a .refrll!erated truck. .
111< E. g., Coco Cola, Dr. PepperL~nd otlier carbonated beverages, clgars, milk, butter,
mayonna!se, cheese, craclllers, bak~ ~owder, tea coffee, gelatin, and ,east cakes.
111 It was testified by Richard H. Keck that dlstrlbutor.salesmen 0 the Kraft Cheese
Co. are fiven a sales tralning course extending ovei' a period of from 2 weeks to approximately
year, the lenrtb of th& course generally depending on the salesman's previous
experience. During this period each salesman Is schooled in the methods of manufac. ture of the 200 or more items he wfil be required to sell, the proper methods of display·
Ing and handling them, and selllng technique, record Aprn 10-16, hearing, vol. IV,
p.472 .
... In most lnBtances these are held once a weelr, usually on Baturaay morning. Statement of Richard M. Keck, op. cit., note 146.
UI' A base weekly ~y plus a fixed commission Is the .method of pal'ment for driver
salesmen employed by Kratt Cheese Co., Best Foods, Inc", Coca Cola Bottling Co., Dr.
Pepper Co.; and members of the National Cooperative Hbk Producers Association, and
of the JnternatioDal Auoclatlon of Ice Cream Hanutactu~ according to t ..tlmon~ given
by their representatlve&,.record AprU 10-16, hearing, vol. n, p. 472, voL V, pp. 664, 114,
727, and VOl. IV, pP. Ma, 601.
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available on the subject.m The union pointed out, among other things,
that characteristically in union contracts driver-salesmen ar.e described
as salesmen and not as truck drivers.
It was also suggested as a possibility that a distinction might be
drawn between those who are employed on a commission or salaryplus-commission basis and those who are employed on a straight salary
basis.1S9 However, it is clear from other testimony given at the hearing that this distinction represents more a difference in persorulel
policy than a difference in the nature of the work. Some persons, who
are 'as obviously entitled to the exemption as many paid on a commission basis, are through an accident of personnel policy, employed on
a salary basis.leO All the employers ap~ring in behalf of the exemption of these employees stated expbCItly that their employees and
similar employees are employed for the Ih~pose of makirig sales and
do in fact make sales. TheY' regarded . fact, if given re~latory
effect, as' a sufficient safeguard ~ainst the possible exemption of truck
drivers who are not so employed and who oDly occasionally make sales,
and whose salesmanship, if any, is merely mcidental to their truckdrivin activities.
Wit~ this limitation it appears on the whole desirable, in view of
the evidence now in the record, not to exclude driver or route salesmen,
as such, from the exemption for outside salesmen. It is therefore
recommended that the last clause' in the present regulations, which
excludes many of these employees from the exemption, be deleted.
It is further recommended that the "substantIal amount" clause be
redrafted so as to exclude incidental deliveries and collections from
the category of nonexempt work It is a logical concomitant of the
ruling tliat the driving is incidental to the sales, to hold that the driving
of a truck by a salesman ,i s exempt work, insofar as the truck is driven
only in connection with the salesman's own sales. Driving a truck
(or makin~ collections) is not exempt work when the truck: is being
used to deliver goods sold by some one else, or when the collections are
for sales made by another employee. For the purposes of the proposed
regulation it is unmaterial whether the delivery or collection is made
simultaneously with the sale or whether, as is customary in certain
instances, the salesman takes the order and delivers or collects for it
subsequently.
Finally, It is proposed that the phrase "who is employed for the
purpose of * * ., ma.king sales" etc., be incorporated in the regulations. This will, properly, deny the exemption to the employee who
is primarily a truck driver and only incidentally or occasionally a
salesman. In border-line cases, a determination can be made in the
light of facts that will illustrate the actual nature of the employee's
work. Among factors to be considered are: the employer's specifications as to qualificatioris for hiring; sales training; attendance at sales
110 Memorandum Brief of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs,
Stablemen, and Helpers of America~ submitted b:r .Toseph A. Padw&:r, counsel, May 3,
1940 hearings, Branch Docket No. 40.
-This suggestion was made b:r .Toseph A. Padwal, who appeared on behalt of the International Brotherhood ot Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Stablemen and Helpers, record April
10-16 hearing, voL V p. 710.
.. For example, route salesmen of Standard Brands, Inc., who sell over 100 products,
are paid a straight salary averaging $Ui9.85 a · month or $37.17 & week, record April
10-16, hearing, voL V, p. 637.
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conferences; · method of payment; proportion of earnings directly
attributable to sales effort; descripbon ·of occupation in union contracts; comparison of duties of employees in question and of other
employees engaged as (a) truck drivers and (b) salesmen; possession
of a salesman's or solicitor's license when such license is required by
law or ordinance; and presence or absence of customary or contractual·
prearrangements concerning amount to be delivered.

c

NO SALARY QUALIFICATION

In conclusion, there should be some mention of the failure to recommend a salary qualification for outside salesmen.161 It needs no extended argument to show that this ~roup of employees, whose duties
involve neither importance nor prestige, can be defined without reference to earnings. Indeed, while it is absurd on its face to speak of
an executive, for example, who is paid only $12 a -week, it cannot
be denied that a man can earn as little as $12 a week and still be an
outside salesman. It is possible, however, that under the Administrator's power to delimit, also granted by section 13 (a) (1), it might
be wise to retain the benefits of the act for the lower paid members
of this groUp and particularly to encourage the spread of employment
thereby. However, the information presently axa.ilable to the Wage
and Hour Division is insufficient to form the basis for sUch a decision.
At the present time, therefore, it does not appear justifiable to make
any recommendation concerning a salary qualification in the outside
salesman definition.
.
lIAROLD STEIN,
Presiding Officer.
OCTOBER

10, 1940.

Ul No direct ·proposal that a salary quaUdcation be included in the definition of "outaide salesman" was made by those appearing at the hearings.
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Appendix A. PRESENT DEFINITIONS
PART 541
Relrulationl Definln&' and Delimitin,. the Terma "An.,. Emplo.,... Emplo.,.ed in a Bona Fide
Executive. Adminiatrative, Profeilional. or Local Retailinlr Capa"lt.,.. or in the Capa"ltT of
Outaide Sale.men" Purauant to oedion 13 <a) <I) of the Fair Labor Standardo Act

)

Section 541.1. Executive and administrative.
The term "employee employed in a bona fide executive (and) administrative
• • • capacity" in section 13 (a) (1) of the act shall mean any employee
whose primary duty is the management of the establishment. or a customarily
recognized department thereof, in which he is employed, and who customarily
and regularly directs the work of other employees therein, and who has the au·
thority to hire and fire other employees or whose suggestions and recommendations as to the hiring and firing and as to the advancement and promotion or any
other change of status of other employees will be given particular weight, and who
customarily and regularly exercises discretionary powers, and who does no substantial amount of work of the same nature as that performed by nonexempt
employees of the employer, and who is compensated for his services at not less
than $30 (exclusive of board, lodging, or other facilities) for a workweek.
Section 541.2. Professional.
The term "employee employed in a bona fide • * • professional * * *
capacity" in section 13 (a) (1) of the act shall mean any employee(a) Who is customarily and regularly engaged in work(1) Predominantly intellectual and varied ,in character as opposed to routine
mental, manual, mechanical, or physical work, and
(11) Requ1r1ng the consistent exercise of discretiOn and judgment both as to
tile ~aDDer and time of performance, as opposed t(') work subject to active
direction' and supervision, and
,
(ill) Of such a. character that the oatput produced or the result accomplished
cannot be s.t andardized in relation to a given period of time, and
(iv) Based upon educational training in a specially organized body of knowledge as distinguished from a general academic education and from an apprenticeship and from training in the performance of routine mental, m'anual, mechanical,
or physical processes in accordance with a previously indicated or 'standardized
formula, plan, or procedUre, and
(b) Who does no substantial amount of work of the same nature as that
~ormed by nonuempt employees of the employer.
Section 541.3. Local retailing capacity.
The term "employee employed in a bona fide • * • local retailing capacity"
in section 18 (a) (1) of the act shall mean any employee who customarily and
regularly is engaged in making retail sales the greater part of' whlch are in lntrastate commerce, or who performs work Immediately incidental thereto, such-as
the wrappIng or delivery of packages, and who does nO substantial amount of
work of the same nature as that performed by nonexempt employees of the
employer.
Section 54L4. Outside s!llesman.
The term "employee employed * • • in the ,capacity of outside salesman"
In section :Ig (a) (1) of the act shall mean any employee who customarily anrl
regularly performs his work away from his employer's place or places of business,
who is customarily and regularly engaged in making sales as defined In section
3 (k) of ~ act and who does no substanti'al amount of work of the same
nature as that performed by nonexempt employees of the employer. For the
purposes of thls definition, recurrent routine deliveries, whether or not prlor
orders are plaCed by the purcha.sers, and collections, shall not be considered sales.
Section 541.5. Petition for amendment of regulations.
Any person wlshing a revlsion of any of the terms of the foregolng regulatlons
may submit in writing to the Administrator a petition setting forth the changes
dt'sired and the reasons for proposing them. If. upon inspection of the petitlon,
53
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the Administrator believes that reasonable cause for amendment of the regula·
tions Is set forth, the Administrator will either schedule a hearing with due notice
to interested parties, or will make other provisions for affording interested parties
an opportunity to present their views, either in support of or in opposition to the
proposed changes. In determining such future regulations, separate treatDlent
for different industries and for different classes of employees may be given
consideration.
Approved by the Administrator, October 19, 1938.
. Published in the Federal Register, October 20, 1938.

Appendix' B. RECOMMENDED DEFINITIONS
EXECUTIVE
Section 541.1. Executive.
The terIP. "employee employed in a bona fide executive • • • capacity" in
section 13.(a) (I) of the act shall mean any employee(A) Whose primary duty consists of the management of the establishment in
which he is employed or of a customarily recognized department or subdivision
thereof, and
(B) Who customarily and regularly directs the work of other employees
.
therein, and
(0) Who has the authority to hire or fire other employees or whose suggestions
and recommendations as to the hiring or firing and as to the advancement and
promotion or aIiy other change of status of other employees will be given
particular weight, and
(D) Who customarily and regularly exercises discretiOJlary powers. Ilnd
(E) Who is compensated for his services on a salary basis at not less than $30
per week (exclusive of board, lodging, or other faclUties), and
(F) Whose hours of work of the same nature as that periormed by nonexempt
employees do not exceed 2() percent of the number of hours worked in the workweek by the nonexempt employees under his direction; provided that this subsection (F) shall not apply in the case of an employee who is in sole charge of
an independent establishment or a phySically separated branch establishment.
ADMINISTRATIVE
Section 541.2. Administrative.
The term "employee employed in a bona tide • • • administrative • • •
capacity" in .section 13 (a) (1) of the act shall mean any employee(A) Who is compensated for his services on a salary or fee basis at a rate of
not less than $200 per month (exclusive of board, lodging, or other facilities), and
(B) (1) Who regularly and directly assists an employee employed in a bona
tide executive or administrative capacity (as such terms are detl.ned in these
regulations), where such assistance is nonmanual in nature and requires the
exercise of discretion and independent judgment; or
(2) Who performs under only general supervision, responsible nonmanual
office or field work, directly related to management policies or general business
operations, along specialized or technical lines reqUiring special training, experience, or knowledge, and which requires the exercise of discretion and independent
judgment; or
. .
.
(3) Whose work involves the execution und~r only general supervision of
special nonmanual assignments and tasks directly related to management policies
or general business operations involving the exercise of discretion and Independent
judgment.
PROFESSIONAL
Section 541.3. Professional.
The term "employee employed in a bona fide • • • professional • • •
capacity" in section 13 (a) (1) of the act shall mean any employee who Is(A) Engaged In work(1) .Predominantly intellectual and varied in character as opposed to routine
mental, manual, mechanical, or physical work, and
(2) Requiring the consistent exercise of dIscretion and judgment in its performance, and

o
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(3) Of such n character that the output produced or the result accomplished
cannot be standardized in relation to a given period of time, and
(4) Whose hours of work of the same nature as that performed by nonexempt
employees do not exceed 20 percent of the hours worked in the workweek by the
nonexempt employees; provided that where such nonprofessional work is an essential part of and necessarily incident to work of a profeSSional nature, such essential and incidental work shall not be counted as nonexempt work; and
(5) (a) Requiring knowledge of an advanced type in a field of science or learn·
ing customarily acquired by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction and study, as distinguished from a general academic education and from au
apprenticeship, and from training in the performance of routine mental, manual.
or physical processes; or
(b) Pre~ominantly .original and creative in character in a recognized fi~ld of
artistic .e ndeavor as opposed to work which can be produced by a person endowed
with general manual or intellectual ability and training, and the result of which
depends primarily on the invention, imagination. or talent of the employee, and
(B) Who is compensated for his services. on a salary or fee basis at a rate of
not less than $200 per month (exclusive of board, lodging, or other fac1litles) :
provided that this subsection (B) shall not apply in the case of an employee who
is the holder of a valid license or certificate permitting the practice of law or
medicine or any of their branches and who is actually engaged in the practice
thereof.

OUTSIDE SALESMAN
Section 541.5. Outside Salesman.
The term "employee employed * • * in the capaclty of outside salesman"
in section 13 (a) (1) of the act shall mea,n any employee(A) Who is employed for the purpose of and who is customarily and regularly
eng'llged away from his employer's place or places of busaess in
(1) Making sales within the meaning of section 3 (k) of the act; or
(2) Obtaining orders or contracts for the use of fac1lities for which a consideration will be paid by the client or customer, and
(B) Whose hours of work of the same nature as that performed by nonexempt
employees do not exceed 20 percent of the number of hours worked in the workweek by such nonexempt employees; provided that work performed incidental to
and in conjunction with the employee's own outside sales or solicitations, including incidental deliveries and collections, shall not be regarded as nonexempt work.

Appendix C. LIST OF APPEARANCES ENTERED AT HEAR·
INGS HELD ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO' PART 541
OF REGULATIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE DEFINI·
TION OF THE TERMS "EXECUTIVE, ADMINSTRATIVE,
PROFESSIONAL * * * OUTSIDE SALESMAN"
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTIVE TRADES HEARING HELD APRIL 10, 1.1, 12,
15, and 16
J. S. Rrcm, in support of American Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages.
JOHN J. RILEY, executive secretary, American Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages.
GIDOBOBl S. ])!mty, in sup.p0rt of American Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages.
'V. E. UPOHUlICH, in support of American Bottlers of Oarbonated Beverages.
NELBON W. HEPBUlIl'f, executlve secretary, ·American Butter Institute, Chicago.
DAVID R. CBAtG, president, American Retail Federation.
H. C. HANGEN, assistant merchandise manager, the J. C. Penney Co. ot New
York, on behalf of the American Retail Federation.
CHAB.LIIS E. WYZANSXI, Jr., representing American Retail Federation.
ROBERT F. WILSON, assistant to the president of the Associated Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc., 205 East Forty-second Street, New York City.
CI.lDvl:LA.ND A. NIIWTON, representing Associated Industries of Missouri, special
committee of Wholesale Distributive Trades.
WM. W. PE6.XE, secretary, Association of Stock Exchange Firms, New York City.
W ALTIB C. B. SCHlJI8INGm, representing the Beauty and Barber Supply Institute,
Inc.
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A. M. DAVIS, attorney, representing The Best Foods, Inc.
A. M. GILBI!2T, representing The Best Foods, Inc.
GmBGII C. SPITZKILLI!B, vice preSident, The Best Foods, Inc.
DORSEY W. HYDE, Jr., representing the committee on professional standards,
Special Libraries Association.
JOSI!IPH M. KLAKON, St. Louis, Mo., appearing for the Construction Industries
Credit Bureau of Greater St. Louis, 516 State National Life Building, St. Louis,
1110., and Missouri Building Material Supply Industry, St. Louis, Mo.
JOSEPH M. KLAKON, representing the HIll-Behand Lumber Co., Goodfellow Lumber
Co., B~er Lumbel: Co., and Wiles-Chipman Lumber Co.
HECTOR LAW, executive vice preSident, Cooperative Food Distributors of America.
J . WlLLLU{ ROSENBLUTH, Downtown Dry Goods Jobbers AssOCiation, Inc., New
York.
Miss HELEN M. BoYER, appearing for Congressman Clare E. Hoffman of Michigan.
JOHN HAltBINGTON, representing TIlinois Manufacturers Association, Chicago.
F. B. WISE, secretary-treasurer, Inedible Fats Producers Association.
ROBERT C. HIBBEN, executive secretary, International Association of Ice Cream
Manufacturers, Washington, D. C.
RICHARD M. KEclt, attorney, ·Erwln P. Snyder, attorney, and J. J . Wolf, Jr.,
assist8J:!.t. general sales manager, appearlng for Kraft Cheese Co., 500 Peshtigo
Court, Chicago, ill
MABm M. lliNDD8OHE1D, representing Montgomery Ward & Co.
SID L. DABLING, secretary · of the National-American Wholesale Lumber Asso'
ciation.
Mn:roN J . Bl!lNJAJaN, assistant executive secretary of the National Association
of Tobacco Distributors, New York City.
HOMaD H. IIDm, secretary, National League of Wholesale Fresh Fruit & Vegetable Distributors, Washington, D. C.
Mrs. NINA-P. CoLLIER, national legislative chairman,'Leagueo of. Women Shoppers,
Inc.
M. J: TB.AUTlUl'I, ·representing National Refrigeration Supply Jobbers AssOCiation,
Chicago,
~
H.AaoLD HBU>, representing Paper Trade Association of the United States.
CH.Al!.Llt8 W; HoLKA.N, secretary, Washington, D ; 0., National Cooperative Milk
Producers' Federation. .
M. L. TotJL!LE, chairman, Council of National Wholesale Grocers' Association.
JOII E. Tnffl!!w A'KlD, president, · National Wholesale Grocers' Association.
THOKAS A. FmNt..Ict, assistant secretary-treasurer, Nationlll Wholesale Bardware AsSOciation.
R. B. Fox, on behaif of·the ass1stant buyers of 1. O. Penny Co.
JOSEPH T. OWI!INS, representing the Pittsburgh J;'1ate Glass 00.
J. H. BALLEW, representing the Southern States Industrial Council.
AUII!BT R. P'LEISOHKA.NN, vice president, Standard Brands, Incorporated, 595
Madison Avenue, New York City.
RICHAlIJ) L. FBuCIHTI8Y:,AN, representing Standards Brands, Incorporated, 595
Madison Avenue, New York City.
R. H. Rowm, executive vice preSident, United States Wholesale Grocers Association.
HENEY MATTEK, executive secretary of the Wholesale Dry Goods Institute, Incorporated, New York.
UNIONS

m .

S. A.. LISOHINSXY, Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, C. I. O.
BOHIs SHISHlUN; :American Federation of Labor.
ELINOR KAHN, American ·Communications Association.
GI!INICVA M. M.ABsH, secretary, American. Federation of Office Employes International Council, New York, N. Y.
VIOroB PABOHE, secretary-treasurer, American Newspaper Guild, New York.
JOSEPH KOVNII2, assistant general counsel, Congress of Industrial Organizations.
JOSEPH A. PA.DWAY, International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chautreurs, Stablemen arid Helpers.
L. F. VA.NSCIVIIB, International Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists and
Technicians.
MAlWEL SOHEBEB, International Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists and
Technlclans, affiliated with the C. I. O.
LAulUII TI:Pa, director, Research Depnrtmen.t, International Ladies Garment
Workers Union, New York.
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DANIEL D. CABMI!lLL, International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Stablemen and Helpers of America, Teamsters District Council, No. 25, Chicago.
ARTHUR OSMAN, president, United Wholesale and Warehouse Employees' of New
York.
LEO BERNSTElN, representing the United Wholesale and Warehouse Employees'
Union of New York, affiliated with the C. I. O.
LEWIS MF..RRILL, on behalf of the United Office and Professional Workers of
America.

MANUFACTURING AND EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES HEARING HELD
JUNE 3, 4. AND 5

)

)

American Paper &: Pulp Association by:
CHARLES W. BoyCE, The Northwest Paper Co..
F. S. POPE, The Mead Corporation,
WALTER J. D..u.t:TOFT, Champion Paper &: Fibre Co.,
E. D. STOETZEL, Marathon ,P aper Mllls Co.
R G. NoYES, Oxford Paper Co.,
R. E. CANl!'IICLD, counsel for the American Paper and Pulp Association.
E. W. TniXEB, executive secretary of the American Paper &: Pulp Association,
GJ!X)BGE J. ADAHs.
F. B. WISE, representing the Association of American Producers of Domestic
Inedible Fats, Washington, D. C.
B. J. MoWATEBB, president of the Association of American Producers of Domestic
Inedible Fats.
CLJi:VELAND A. NEWTON, representing a special commiltee of the Associated Industries of Missouri.
HowAl!.D C. OARR, vice president of Bayuk Cigars, InC9rporated, in Philadelphia.
S,UWI!L BLUKBIIIIIG and MO&TIMEB M. LEaNlI:B, representing Cigar Manufacturers
Association of America, Inc.
F&ANx P. ZURN, representing Clothing Manufacturers Association of the United
States of America.
Mr. BBEEN of the Congress Cigar Co.
PAUL ADAKS, appearing for the Connecticut Manufacturers Association.
FRANK P. WILL, vice president of the Consolidated Cigar Corporation, and
executive vice president of the G. B . P. Cigar Co.
Mr. C. T. MUBOBlSON, representing The Cotton Textile Institute,
The National Association of Cotton Manufacturers,
The American Cotton Manufacturers Association,
The State Associations of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and _
Alabama,
National Federation of Textiles,
National Rayon Weavers Association,
Association of Finishers,
The Cotton Thread Institute,
Southern Combed Yarn Spinners. .A.s.soclation.
RUSSELL B. BROWN, representing Independent Petroleum Association.
HALL CocIHB.ANB:, representing Indiana Manufacturets' AssOCiation, Indianapolis.
Ind.
.
E. B. BEATON, representing Institute of American Poultry Industries.
Insulation Board Institute, by:
GonooN RULE, attorney, and B. G. DAHLVEBG, B. J . WESTOVER, and CRANSTON
SPART.
WlLLIAlL J . KELLY, representing Machinery and Allied Products Institute.
AuaANDER KONKLE, Machinery and Allied Products Institute.
RUOLTON MORnT, of Manning, Maxwell &: Moore, also' representing Manufacturers Association of Bridgeport, Connecticut, and Manufacturers Association
of Connecticut, Inc.
Mid-Continent Oil & Gas Association by:
Mr. C. R MABCII, Jr.,
Capt. A. A. NICH08ON,
CUlu!:L B. MAPES.
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HERMAN FAXIJ!B, representing Miller's National Federation.
National .AssocIation, of Manufacturers of the United States of America, by
NOEL SARGENT, secretary, and RAYlolOND S. SMErHU1!8T, associate counsel.
B. W. STONEBBAKEB, representing National Association of Ornamental Metal
Manufacturers.
HARRY GANDY, Jr., representing National Coal Association.
S. O. HALL, representing National Door Manufacturers Association, Inc.
HENRY BAHB, representing National Lumber Manufacturers Association, WashIngton, D. C.
HARRy S. FLYNN, secretary, National Metal Trades AssocIation.
MAXWELL FII!:LD, representing New England Shoe & Leather Association of
Boston.
Mrs. M. C. MALLoN, representing Pennsylvania Grade Crude Oil AssocIation.
G. A. WALSH, representing Printers National Association.
GUBTAVJI BREAUX, secretary of the Southeastern Millers AssocIation.
PHILLIP A. W ALXEa, on behalf of the Southern Pine Industry CommIttee.
J. H. B.ALI.ICW, representing Southern States IndustrIal Councll.
Mr. BUND, representing Tanners' CounCil of America.
IiABow CoNNETr, chairman of the board of the Tanners' Council of AmerIca.
Western Pennsylvanlt Coal Operators Association by: R. N. GRIEB; CHARLES B.
BATON; H. L. GOOD; and H. C. Roen
JOSEPH M. Kr..u!:ON, representing Wlles-Chipman Lumber Company; Hlll-Behand
Lumber Company; Goodfellow Lumber CompaDY; and Boockler Lumber Com·
pany, St. LouIs.

c

UNIONS
S. A. LIBCHIN8KY, in behalf of the Amalgamated ClothIng Workers of America,
The Textile Workers UnIon of America, and the C. I. O.
BOBIS SmsHKIN, representing American Federation of La40r.
Dr. LAzARIJ TEPER, representing International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union.
NATHAN WICINBERO, International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union.

BANKING, BROKERAGE, INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AND RELATED
INS'rITUTIONS HEARING HELD JULY 9 AND 10
American Bankers Association by:
A. L. M. WIGGINS.
FuNCIS G. ADDISON, presIdent of the SecurIties Savings & Commercial Bank
of Washington.
C. EooAB JOHNSON, assistant vice president of the' First National Bank of
Chicago.
CLAy W. STAFFOJUl, cashier of the Ames 'I.'rust & ' Savings Bank of Ames,
Iowa.
WILLABD F. JONES, executive vice president of the Farmers National Bank
& Trust Co., of Rocky Mount, N. C,
HOWAlW A. FosTlllB, secretary and trust ofilcer of the Provident Trust Company of Philadelphia, Pa. ,
H. La: HUSTON, cashier of Columbus .Junction State Bank of Columbus
Junction, Iowa.
H. E. CooK, president of the Second National Bank of Bucyrus, Ohio.
H. G. BROWN, executive vice president and cashier of the Shenandoah
Valley National Bank of Winchester, Va.
W. W. PEAKE, secretary, Association of Stock Exchange Firms, New York City.
ALBERT F. CLEAR, chairman of the board of New York Curb Partners Association.
J. H. BALLEW, counsel for the Southern States Industrial Councll.
E. G. <YrEY, director for the Southern ~ates Industrial C9uncil and president
of the First National Bank of Bluefield, W. Va.

PUBLICATION, COMMUNICATION, PUBLIC UTILITY, TRANSPORTATION,
AND MISCELLANEOUS INDUSTRIES HEARING HELD JULY 25, 26,27,
AND 29.
CAB.L W. ACKJ!IU(AN, dean, School of Journalism, Columbia University; KmNNI!l'H
E. OLSON, dean, Medlll School of Journalism, Northwestern University; and

o
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FRANK MARTIN, dcan, School of Journalism, UniversIty of Missouri; on behalf
of the American Association of Schools and Departments of Journalism.
EuSHA HANSON on behalf of the American Newspaper Publishers Association.
JOHN V. LAWBENCE, American Trucking Association, Inc.
A. L. FuNKE, Automatic Electric Co., American Automatic Electric Sales Co.,
The National Construction & Engineering Co., and Automatic Electric Sales
Co., Ltd.
L. S. HAJlB.Is, executive vice president, Automobile Contract Carriers Association.
J. RAYMOND TIFFANY, "on behalf of the Book Manufacturers Institute, the Roll
Leaf Manufacturers AssOCiation, the Subscription Book Publishers Association
or Institute, and the National Small Businessmen's Association.
CARLOS .Ai.uNG, president of Darling & Co., Chicago, Ill.
ALEXANDER MAxWI!ILL, Edison Electric Institute.
"
THOMAS BRENNEN of New York appearing on behalf of the Hearst Corporation.
CLAnEL B. MAPES and" RAYMOND MY£&S, Mid-Continent on & Gas Association of
Dallas. Tex.
HOMER MITCHELL, representing the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America.
JOSEPH L. MII.Lm, National Association of Broadcasters.
A. W. KoEHLER, secretary-manager of the National Association of Motor Bus
Operators.
E. E. BENZICl'llll!'lIiG, National Council of Marine Draftsmen, Inc.
W.ILLl.UI L . DALB:r, National Editorial Association.
Cnus A. FIELD, counsel for the Otter Tail Power Co.
J. H. BALu:w, representing the Southern States Industrial Councll.
Mr. BRUCKAKr, U. S. Independent Telephone Associatio~
OSCAB J. VAoo.

UNIONS

)

SlDNBIY E. CoHN, on behalf of the American Communications Association, also
representing more than lSO trade unions a.fti1iated with the American Federation
of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations.
HI!INBY JAFFZ, AmerIcan Federation of Radio Artists, a branch of the Associated
Actors and Artists of America, an a1II.liate of the American Federation of Labor.
Vlmua P ASCHE, American Newspaper Guild, C. L O.
CHAlW!:8 S. DUElIl, International Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists,
and Tecbn1cJans, O. L O.
MORIlls ZSTLIN, International Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists, and
Technicians, C. L O.
H. H. DASH, Federation of Architects, Engineers, ChemiSts, and Technicians.
STIIlVE B. NEWMAN, International representative for the International Alliance of
Theatrical and Stage Employees and Moving Picture Machine Operators.
LAWSON WIIOIEIlLY, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
C. L. RosJIIKUND, International Federation of Technical Engineers, Arcb1tects,
and Draftsmen's Union.
L. J. BuclC".IlY, International Stereotypers and Electrotypers Union of North
America.
JOHN R. EvANS on behalf of Clarence J. Desper representing PreSident C. M.
Baker of the International Typograpliical Union.
PAUL E. GBIFFlTH, National Federation of Telephone Workers.
FmmElllCK A. FISCHEL, for a committee of the Photographers' Association of
America and the Chicago Photographic Guild.
WILLIAM MONTGOJ03Y SMITH. Screen Directors Guild.
G~m E. BODLE, Screen Writers Guild; Screen Publicists Guild; Screen Office
Employees Gotld; Society of Motion Picture Interior Decorators; Screen
Readers Guild; Screen Set Designers; Hollywood Guild Council; Moving Picture Painters, Local No. 644. a1II.liated with the Brotherhood of Painters,
Decorators, and Paperba~gers of America; Screen Cartoonists Local Union
No. 852, a1llllated with the Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators, and Paperhangers of America.
JANE BICNBDICT, Book and Magazine Guild, affiliated with the United Office and
Professional Workers of America, C. I. O.
HUGH C. MOKENNY,_ counsel for the Western Union Division of Commercial
Telegraphers Union.

Appendix . D. OCCUPATIONAL INDEX
ACOOUlltant, 32, 3.5, 39.
Actor, 3.5, 37, (1.
Actuary, a9.
Administrative ollieen, 27n.
\A.dmlnlstratlveollieer, jUlllor, 27n.
Advisor, lepl, 27.
Agent, f.urchaslnl, (n, 28.
Ana\ys , W8I\I rate, 24, 27, am.
Animator (motion picture), (1 .
Architect, 3(, 38, 89.
Artist, «I.
ArtIat, make-up, ~, 29n.
Artist, PhO=l:.h Y, Un.
.As.~istant a
tratlve, 27.
Assistant, Junior administrative,
27n.
Assistant, senior administrative,
27n.
Assistant, executive, 4n, 27.
Auditor, 24, 32.
Auditor, location (motion picture)
28n.
Auditor, traveling, 28.

Department head, assistant, 11,
lin.
Dellveryman, 46.
Director, assistant lln.
Director, first assistant (motion
picture) 290.
Director, fabor relations, 27.
Director, personnel, 12, 26, 27.
Director! !'&faty, (, 12, 24, 27.
Doctor, H, 35, 36, 37, 39, 42.
Drafteman, 29.
Drafteman, Ulllatent chIel, 3On.
Drafteman, chIel, IOn.
Drafteman, marine, IOn •
Drafteman, squad chIel, IOn.
Draftsm8.l!/.squad leader, 3On.
Driver, mu.: wagon, /lOn.
Driver, truck, 110, 61, 52.
Editor, elty, 41.
Editor, managing! 41.
Electrician, 8t1.DdDY, 290.

Enlarger, 41n.
Englneer,29,39.
Engineer,
(On.
Best Boy (motion picture), 29, 29n Engineer, electrical,
mechanical, 29.
Blololdst, as, 39.
Essayist,
41.
Bookieeper, 90, 16, 18, 32, (9.
Estimator, am.
Boolrlreeper, head, 15, 16, 18.
Execatlve, account, 28.
BookkeeJlel'l_Ullstant head 17n.
Execative, radio mtlon, 15.
Broker, _men', 28.
Expert,27.
Broker, OUItomhouae, 85.
Expen,-lnsarance, 27, am.
Buyer, '" 28.
Expert, sales~, 27.
Buyer,lIIIIiIItaDt, 11n, 28, (6n.
Expert, soaIal security, 8(n.
Buyer, Jeue. ..
Expert, tax, (n, 24, 27.
Buyer, ou~ 28n, 45, (6.
O&I:DeruDaD, w, 211n, Un.
Field representative (utility oom·
OartooDlst, (1.
pany),28,
Oashler, IISIIlstaDt, 1111.
FONDI4D, 4, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18n, 22.
Oashlel', baDk-l,16, 18.
Foreman,
uslstant, 11n.
Ohemist, 88, _, ((I.
Olalm ~t, 24, 25, 250.
~er,standby, 29,29o .
Clerk, 21, 80, 81.
Gauger, district, M.
Olerk, me, 9n.
Olerk, head, mall, 15.
Hairdresser,
29, 290.
Clerlt, ollee, 90.
Clerlt, order, 90.
Inventory
man,
traveling, 40, 28.
Clerlt, receiving, 90.
Installation man, 46.
Clerlt, ~pp1zu[, 90, 15.
Clerlt, head ahfpplnr, 15.
lenltor 25.
Olerk,ltocIt, 11D.
lourn;;{Ist, 39.
Collector, (6.
Oolumnllt, I18W1p8per, 41.
Laboratory assistant, ((I.
Composer, 41.
Lawyer, 3(, 3.5, 86, 36n, 37, as, S9,
Conductor (1.
42.
•
OonsultaDi, 27, 83.
Consultant, foreign exchange, 27. Manager, 18.
Consultant Investment, 27, am.
Manager, assistant, lin.
Copyman (photography), Un.
Manager, assistant ollee, lin.
CoPYist, 41.
Manager, branch, 18.
Correspondent, 41.
Manager, branch sales, 23.
Oostumer, el8118 I, 211n.
Manager, c:redit, 24, 27.
Cutter, 28.
Manager, assistant general, 27.
MaD888I', location (motion picture),28.
Demonstrator, machine, 29.
Manager, personnel, 24.
Dentist, 34.
Manager, aales, 23.
Department head, 12, 16.
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Manager, terminal, 15.
Mechanic, 28.
Messenger, spoclal 27.
Missionary man, 46.
Musician, 3S, 37, 41.
NewsboY lIOn.
Novelist, 41.
Operator, ollioe machine, 9n .
Operator, telephone, 9n.
Painter, 41.
Painter, standby (motion pic-

P~~a.~S9.

Planner, speclal organiJ:ation, 28.
Planter (motion picture), 28.
Policeman, oompany, 16.
President, 'Producer, assistant, lln.
Promotion man, salas, (6, 47n
i'rop maker, standby, 29, 29n ..
Rate I18tter, 25.
Reporter, 41.

Betoucher, photography, 41,

(In.

Salesman, distributor, 47n, 4an,
49,600.
Salesman, driver, 47, 47n, 48n,49,
490, 60, 600, 61, 52, 52n.
BaJesman, inside, 44, ((n.
Baiesman, route, 47, 47n, 48, 4an,
49, 49n, ro, lIOn, 61, 620.
Scrl»t girl, 56, 560.
Sculptor, as.
Secretary, lin, .31.
Secretary, _tlve, 27, 29.
8erv1Geman, (6, 4911.
S =, (1.

tlo~r'l~'

S~, advisory, 27, 340.
Statistician, 26, 26n, 27.
Stenographer, 9n, 27, 31.
Superintendent, 15. 2:;. 30.
SuPervIsor, 12, lII, 16, 17, 18, 22, 24,
26.

Supervisor, assistant, 11.
SuPervilor, assistant, machine
ahop,l1.
Supervisor, machine shop, 11.
Supervisor, working, 15.
Teaoher, a9.
Teller, bank, 9n. 27.
Theologian, 35, 39, 42, 420.
Tlmfl control man, 25.
Time study man, 25.
Tool and die worker, 28, 28n.
Violinist, 38, 41.
Writer, editorial, 41.
Writer, aoenarlo, 41.
Writer, short story, 41.

